
‘Shift into Winter’
Winter driving conditions already a reality in parts of Western Canada
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MELTing 
things down
Humboldt families 

criticize Alberta’s 

review and alleged 

easing of driver training 

standards

By Derek Clouthier

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

A recent report in the Globe and 
Mail indicates that Alberta has 

eased its safety rules when it comes 

to mandatory entry level training 

(MELT) for some farming and bus 

driving professions.

But as Alberta Motor Transport 

Association (AMTA) president 

Chris Nash explained to Truck 
News-West, no driver has been told 

they are exempt from re-testing 

under MELT.

“(The government) has not said 

to any driver they do not have to do 

the test,” said Nash. “There are no 

exemptions, not right now.”

The issue revolves around a pos-

sible exemption for drivers being 

deemed “transition drivers,” as well 

as those in the farming and busing 

sectors called “extension drivers” 

from having to retake the MELT 

knowledge and road tests.

Continued on page 8

By Derek Clouthier

RICHMOND, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Drivers will again be “shifting into winter” in B.C. and 

across Canada in the coming weeks, and for the 11th 

year, WorkSafeBC wants to remind truckers to be pre-

pared before hitting the road.

Trina Pollard, manager of industry and labor ser-

vices – transportation and occupational road safety for 

WorkSafeBC, outlined for Truck News-West three key 

steps drivers in B.C. and across the country should be 

doing before driving on winter roads, with preparation 

being a point of emphasis.

“Heavy trucks are required to carry chains on des-

ignated highways in B.C. between Oct. 1 and April 30,” 

explained Pollard, saying heavy trucks are defined as 

those 11,794 kg and over. “Commercial vehicle drivers 

must know when they are required to install chains or 

other approved traction devices, how to properly install 

these devices, and where the chain-up/pull-out loca-

tions and fuel stops are on their routes.”

Fines for not carrying chains or using them when 

required by law increase Oct. 1 in B.C. Drivers will 

face a $196 fine for not carrying chains during man-

datory times, and a $598 fine will be imposed for not 

installing chains during required chain ups. Base-

level fines during previous winters were $121 for not 

carrying chains or failing to install them when they 

were required.

Pollard also said drivers should be proactive when it 

comes to checking road and weather conditions along 

their planned route, advising drivers to check www.

drivebc.ca prior to departure.

“If possible, drivers should monitor road and weather 

conditions and delay travel until conditions improve,” 

she said.

Finally, it’s important for truckers to drive according 

to conditions, and slow down when necessary.

WorkSafeBC’s Shift into Winter campaign is a joint 

provincial effort led by the Winter Driving Safety 

Alliance, which is made up of approximately 20 organi-

zations all committed to improving safe winter driving 

behaviors and practices in B.C.

“The Shift into Winter campaign is designed to 

raise awareness of the changing weather and driving 

conditions across the province and how motorists 

and employers need to be prepared,” said Pollard, 

adding that for those who drive for work, the months 

of November, December, and January are the most 

dangerous. “From 2014 to 2018, almost a third of all 

work-related crashes resulting in injury and time-loss 

claims occur during these three months.”

WorkSafeBC aims to provide education, 

resources, consultation, and enforcement to help 

keep drivers safe on provincial roads.

“Employers have a legal responsibility to ensure 

the health and safety of their employees who drive for 

work,” said Pollard, “regardless of whether they drive 

a company-owned or personal vehicle.”

The Shift into Winter campaign provides various 
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INSIDE THE NUMBERS with Lou Smyrlis

Personal 
preferences
O/Os outline what  

they look for in  

a used truck

Canadian owner/operators  

appear to have distinct 

preferences when it comes  

to selecting used trucks,  

our annual Equipment  

Buying Trends survey  

indicates. They don’t seem 

to stray far from their current 

choices, in many cases  

showing strong allegiance  

to the brands they already  

drive. But there is some 

willingness to change brands 

with Peterbilts and Kenworths 

being the most sought after 

trucks among Canadian O/Os.

BRAND OF TRUCK  
CURRENTLY DRIVE

PREFERRED TRUCK BRANDS WHEN 
PURCHASING USED TRUCKS

14%
24%

Freightliner
Kenworth

PREFERRED ENGINE BRANDS WHEN 
SELECTING USED TRUCKS

LEAST 
KNOWLEDGEABLE

PERCEIVED KNOWLEDGE  
AND ABILITY TO PROPERLY  

SPEC USED TRUCK

Current truck(s) have reached replacement mileage 28%

Increasing cost of repairs on used vehicle(s) 27%

Current truck(s) beyond repair 14%

Responding to fleet mandate to replace current vehicle(s) 4%

Looking to improve fuel economy 26%

Looking to avoid new engine emissions standards 35%

Adding to fleet due to growth projections 16%

Other 25%

MAIN REASONS PURCHASING USED 
TRUCK(S) AT THIS TIME

0%

9%

16%

Sterling

Mack

Western 
Star

7%
Navistar 

International

21%
Peterbilt

(% of respondents)

(% of respondents)

(% of respondents)

(% of respondents)

(% of respondents)

5

4

3

2

1

39%

34%

18%

7%

2%

9%
Volvo

17%

1%

8%

15%

Freightliner

Sterling

Mack

Western 
Star

13%
Navistar 

International22%
Kenworth

15%
Peterbilt

9%
Volvo

5%

29%

1%
PACCAR

Cummins

International

1%
Mercedes

26%

22%

6%

9%

Detroit Diesel

Caterpillar

Volvo

Mack

MOST 
KNOWLEDGEABLE

The Next Generation of Heavy Duty Diesel Engine Oil 

Delo
®

 400 with ISOSYN
®

 Advanced Technology

#DeloDrives 
PERFORMANCE

© 2019 Chevron Canada limited. All rights reserved. All trademarks are property owned by Chevron Intellectual Property LLC or their respective owners.

*As compared to previous generation HDMO product test limits.

Up to 35% Better 

Oxidation Control*

Up to 68% Better 

Wear Protection*

Up to 46% Better 

Piston Deposit Control*

Up to 60% Better 

Component Durability*

canada.deloperformance.com
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Mark Your Calendar!

NORTH 
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OCTOBER 28-31, 2019
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Atlanta, Georgia, USA
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International Centre,  

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
www.truckworld.ca

APRIL 17, 2020
International Centre,  

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
www.trucksummit.ca

FLEET SUMMIT

@

For the sake of Canadian and 

American truck drivers, carriers 

across North America, and law 

enforcement, the U.S. federal gov-

ernment really needs to step up 

and make a decision on whether to 

legalize recreational marijuana use.

Say what you will about Canada’s 

decision to legalize the substance, 

but at the very least, people, busi-

nesses, and enforcement know that 

if you are north of 49th Parallel – 

more accurate for Western Canada, 

so come on, give me a break – you 

can smoke and eat it to your heart’s 

content.

Though I have nothing against 

legalizing cannabis, as I don’t 

believe it’s any more dangerous 

than alcohol, I do have issue with 

the timing of its acceptance in 

Canada. With nearly 2,000 people 

dying in car accidents every year in 

Canada, many as a result of impair-

ment, I don’t believe any controlled 

substance should be legalized 

before there is an accurate, reliable 

way to test for it in drivers.

Why would any politician want 

to hand a 19-year-old an intoxicat-

ing substance that has no reliable 

testing method and no accurate 

timeframe for how long the user 

will remain impaired, who can then 

get into a vehicle and drive? Oh 

right…votes.

Anyway, I digress. In the U.S., 

this issue is all over the map. Some 

states allow marijuana for recre-

ational use, others only for medic-

inal purposes, while in some it 

remains illegal.

It’s time to get it together, ‘United’ 

States. The fact that someone can 

have a joint in British Columbia, 

where it is completely legal, and 

look to visit a friend in the State of 

Washington, where it’s also com-

pletely legal, and be arrested at 

the border and possibly tossed in 

jail for breaking U.S. federal law, is 

preposterous.

Even the American Trucking 

Associations (ATA) want their 

federal government to stop dodging 

this issue and pass a nationwide 

law to regulate marijuana.

For carriers and drivers within 

Canada, this issue is a simple one. 

Marijuana is legal to use, and it 

should be treated just like alcohol 

for commercial drivers, with a 

zero-tolerance policy.

I know there are some who use 

cannabis for medical purposes – 

and my thoughts on this would be 

a another full column, as I ques-

tion why these users can’t either use 

marijuana with no THC or another 

drug that has the same effect, but 

again I digress – but for the sake of 

safety on the road, they just cannot 

use while operating a truck. Their 

need for marijuana does not out-

weigh everyone else’s safety.

Canadian carriers hauling 

cross-border, and U.S. carriers oper-

ating among states with conflict-

ing marijuana laws are all being put 

in an unfair predicament. One with 

conflicting messages and outdated 

punishments.

Now, if the U.S. is wavering 

on this issue because of the very 

reason I said Canada should have 

– the need to have reliable testing – 

then say so. Pass a law banning the 

substance nationwide until such 

testing is more accurate.

But with Canada and 11 states, 

including the District of Columbia, 

all allowing for unrestricted use 

of cannabis, I fear we are beyond 

the point of complete banishment. 

Besides, making marijuana illegal 

has stopped very few from using it 

anyway.

So, it’s time for the U.S. govern-

ment to step up and make a deci-

sion on marijuana use. Make life a 

little bit easier for those in transpor-

tation, and for anyone wondering if 

they are in a green state or one that 

will throw the book at them. TN

EDITORIAL

Derek’s deliberation

Derek Clouthier can be reached 

by phone at (403) 969-1506 or by 

email at derek@newcom.ca. You 

can also follow him on Twitter at  

@DerekClouthier.

Uniform marijuana laws needed to make  
life easier for carriers
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trust by the truckload
Siemens Transportation Group Inc. 

Now hiring Class 1 A Drivers for our Open Dispatch Fleet

Top miles, great pay and upgraded equipment

Contact us at 888-878-9585 or email driver.recruitment@hwtransport.com

Ask about our rate increase!

HIRING DRIVERS & OWNER/OPERATORS

TRIMACJOBS.COM           1-833-837-6801

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Fines increase in B.C. for not  
following chain-up regulations

Fares for commercial trucks using 
B.C. Ferries could  
increase 2.3%  
annually

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Starting Oct. 1, truck drivers trav-

eling in B.C. started facing stiffer 

fines for not chaining up their tires.

Base-level fines during previous 

winters were $121 for not carrying 

chains or not installing them when 

the law required.

This year, drivers will face a $196 

fine for not carrying chains during 

the time they are required, and a 

$598 fine will be imposed for not 

installing chains during mandatory 

chain ups.

Winter chain-up in B.C. runs 

from Oct. 1 to April 30, with vehi-

cles over 11,794 kg required to 

carry tire chains and those under 

11,794 kg having to use winter 

tires or carry chains. Previous 

regulations only required vehi-

cles over 27,000 kg to carry and 

use traction devices, and only 

one wheel needed to be chained 

during mandatory chain ups. 

New regulations are now clari-

fied for all vehicles over  

5,000 kg.

The stricter fines follow last 

year’s enhanced chain-up regula-

tions, which the government said 

was to improve safety and reli-

ability of the province’s highways 

during winter months.

During the winter of 2017-18, 

there were 35 extended closures 

of the Coquihalla Highway, 33 

involving commercial vehicles. 

Following the new regulations, 

last year’s numbers dropped to 10, 

with nine involving commercial 

vehicles.

The government delayed increas-

ing fines related to chaining up to 

allow the industry time to adjust to 

the new regulations. TN

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Rates for the use of B.C. Ferries 

could go up by a maximum of 2.3% 

annually from April 1, 2020 to 

March 31, 2024, including for com-

mercial traffic.

The Office of B.C. Ferries 

Commissioner confirmed to Truck 

News-West that trucks will be subject 

to the same price cap increase as all 

other fares, and that the cap applies 

to the average of all fares.

Commissioner Sheldon Stoilen, 

said,“We believe these increases are 

in the public interest–affordable to 

ferry users and taxpayers, while suf-

ficient to allow B.C. Ferries to meet 

their financial targets, barring any 

extraordinary situation.”

Though the Commissioner does 

not set the fares for B.C. Ferries, it 

does place caps on how much they 

can be increased.

“How this will be applied to indi-

vidual fares has yet to be deter-

mined,” said B.C. Ferries president 

and CEO Mark Collins. “B.C. Ferries 

will work within the framework 

outlined in the ruling.”

The B.C. Trucking Association 

said it does not object to the poten-

tial increases, as they are related 

to inflation and are not unreason-

able. TN
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Winter driving MELT testing

resources, such as a winter 

driving safety online course for 

employers and supervisors, as 

well as an employer toolkit that 

includes a policy and procedures 

template.

Drivers can access information 

on how to prepare their vehicle 

and themselves for winter driving, 

and take on online quiz to test 

their knowledge.

Carriers and drivers will see 

additional resources at www.

shiftintowinter.ca to prepare for 

winter, including Winterizing 

Your Safety Plan: Information 

for Commercial Carriers, How to 

Install Chains, and Winter Driving 

Tips for Truck Drivers. TN

Continued from page 1 Continued from page 1

Transition drivers are any Class 

1 or 2 driver who acquired their 

license between Oct. 11, 2018 and 

Feb. 28, 2019, while extension 

drivers are farm and bus drivers 

who earned their license March 1 

and beyond.

The Alberta government has 

said all of these drivers will receive 

a letter in the mail from Driver 

Programs and Licensing Standards 

with details about their driving 

record and whether they will be 

required to retake MELT-enhanced 

knowledge and road tests to retain 

their commercial license.

Therefore, some of these drivers, 

pending their driving record review, 

will be exempt from retaking the 

MELT knowledge and road test.

Anyone with no experience or 

exemptions looking to get their 

Class 1 or 2 license today is required 

to complete the MELT program 

to acquire their license. Farmers 

and school bus drivers can apply 

to prove they fall into their respec-

tive categories to write the pre-

MELT examination and road test. If 

approved, bus drivers will then have 

until July 31, 2020, and farm workers 

until March 31, 2021 to comply with 

MELT training standards.

Nash said the AMTA supports 

the government’s efforts to review 

driver records to determine retest-

ing requirements of transition 

and extension drivers, and that 

the focus should be on pre-li-

censing (those looking to acquire 

their Class 1 or 2 license moving 

forward) as opposed to post-licens-

ing (those who already have it).

What the AMTA does not 

support is an effort from the 

farming community to have this 

exemption made permanent for all 

farm workers.

“We do not support a perma-

nent exemption for this,” Nash said, 

adding they are aware of the exten-

sion for farm workers, but do not 

want the exemption to be made per-

manent. “We do support what the 

government is doing with the re-test-

ing to get the backlog out, consider-

ing everyone from Oct. 11 and 30-40 

years behind all took the same test 

and they are on the road today.”

Humboldt backlash

Following backlash from Humboldt 

Broncos families, Alberta 

Transport Minister Ric McIver took 

to clarified on Facebook the gov-

ernment’s position on driver train-

ing standards. Humboldt families 

voiced displeasure on social media, 

criticizing the provincial govern-

ment’s review of driver training 

requirements. McIver posted Oct. 1 

that “no decisions have been made 

or will be made until we hear from 

all interested parties about the best 

way to proceed.”

In February, the previous Alberta 

government extended the deadline 

for farm workers to comply with 

the MELT program. After consulta-

tion with the agriculture industry, 

the government said it granted the 

exemption to those in the sector “to 

avoid undue pressure on seeding 

and harvesting operations this year.”

The Alberta government still 

encouraged farmers and farm 

workers to complete the MELT 

program before acquiring their 

Class 1 or 2 driver’s license, but it 

will not be mandatory during the 

2019 farming season.

In a response to the argument 

that farm truck drivers only move 

their product short distances, Toby 

Boulet, who lost his son Logan 

in the Humboldt tragedy, said on 

Twitter, “Just driving a short dis-

tance from your home or farm! This 

is a ridiculous argument. Watch 

the reports and decide for yourself. 

Everyone is on the same road. It is 

becoming an argument about eco-

nomics. The value of a load of grain 

and a life. I know where I stand.”

McIver said on Facebook that 

the farming and school bus driving 

professions are highly flexible and 

seasonal industries.

“The large time commitment, 

cost, and rigor of a curriculum 

designed for full-time truck and 

bus drivers created a burden on 

two industries made up of part-

time, retired, or otherwise cash-

strapped drivers,” wrote McIver. 

“Our government plans to use the 

time this second extension pro-

vides to work with farmers and 

school bus drivers to build a strong 

driver training system that works 

for our key industries while ensur-

ing public safety.” TN
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Scan this QR code 
to view info online!

701C LED 7” PAR 56 Round Headlight
Fits Class 7 & 8 Vocational Trucks

UPGRADE TO PETERSON’S LED HEADLIGHT 
AND MAX OUT YOUR MACK.

Move up to LED brilliance and full DOT compliance with our  
Great White® LED 7” headlight upgrade. It’s the perfect way  
to replace the standard incandescent sealed beams on your  
Mack, Navistar, AutoCar, and more.
       You get a UV- and impact-resistant polycarbonate lens
bonded to rugged aluminum housing. A 9-32 volt operating
range, low power consumption, separate high/low beam  
functions, standard H4 electrical connection, and more –– all  
with famous Great White® LED performance that’s proudly  
made in the USA to exceed FMVSS/CMVSS 108 requirements.
       Your Peterson rep will be glad to tell you more.

www.pmlights.com



Since tires are one of the highest operating costs for 
a fleet and vital to their operation, they should be 
treated as assets, not expendable commodities.  

They need to be tracked and managed through all their life phases, from 

their purchase to their retreading to their disposal. That’s where a tire 

management program comes in. Northbridge expert Bill Cowan weighs 

in on what should be considered when creating and implementing a com-

prehensive tire management strategy for your fleet. With a program in 

place, a company could not only save money but be secure in the knowl-

edge that they’re doing what they can to help prevent any accidents.

CHOOSE WISELY
It may seem simple, but the first step to a tire management program 

is picking the right tires for the task at hand. Seek out a reputable 

supplier, whether you are purchasing retreads or new tires. Ensure you 

also use an experienced tire professional to properly install, repair, 

and maintain all tires. When selecting tires, there are several factors 

that should be considered: the type of truck, weight, and run time can 

have a big impact on what types of tires are best suited for the appli-

cation or job.

Once the appropriate tires have been selected, it’s important to 

not have mismatched tread or tire height. This generally occurs when 

one or more tires needs to be replaced early, due to something like a 

blowout. While it may seem like a good way to save money in the short 

term, it can lead to several issues. Paired tires that have too great of 

a diameter difference can place uneven strain on the tires, which will 

cause one tire to scrub and wear out faster.

TRAIN YOUR EMPLOYEES
Investing in your drivers and maintenance staff’s education and 

resources from the get-go could save you money down the line. By 

becoming accustomed to routinely checking their tires and responding 

quickly to road hazards, drivers may be able to avoid some incidents on 

the road entirely and if something should happen, they will be pre-

pared. As an owner or manager, you need to establish the company’s 

best practices for your employees to follow that will help reduce the 

risk of tire damage or disintegration.

As you put your maintenance and training strategy together, consider 

these key tips:

• Have employees check tires at least once a day, and always during a 

pre-trip inspection.

• Train drivers on how to identify the signs of tire failure and how to 

report defects based on company policies.

Northbridge Insurance and Northbridge Insurance Logo are trademarks of  Northbridge Financial Corporation, licensed by 

Northbridge General Insurance Corporation (insurer of Northbridge Insurance policies).

This article is provided for information only and is not a substitute for professional advice. We make no representations or warranties regarding 

the accuracy or completeness of  the information and will not be responsible for any loss arising out of reliance on the information.

ADVERTISEMENT

• Once out on the road, if a driver encounters road debris or is driving 

on rough terrain, they should be instructed to inspect all tires at the 

next stop or when it is safe to do so. 

• Drivers should be trained in sound defensive driving techniques, such 

as active road scanning and how to safely avoid hazards.

• Educate your maintenance staff on how to safely uninstall, install, and 

inspect all tires for defects and damage.

• Have employees rotate, balance, and align tires periodically to ensure 

proper wear. 

Drivers should also be instructed to drive according to the tire’s maxi-

mum recommended speed. They should be aware of the tire’s restrictions 

as sometimes it may be lower than the road’s posted speed limit.

CHECK TIRE PRESSURE
Both over-inflation and underinflation of tires can change what areas of 

the tire are making contact with the road. This, in turn, can lead to possi-

ble loss of traction, excessive heat buildup, or increased vulnerability to 

cutting, punctures, or damage. The tread area may also wear irregularly 

when not contacting the road evenly, and this may cause tires to wear 

more rapidly. Proper tire inflation helps ensure the weight of the truck is 

distributed evenly, which can maximize treadwear life, provide quicker 

steering response, and provide better fuel efficiency. 

That’s why tire pressure should be checked regularly, especially during 

cold weather, to ensure the recommended tire pressures are maintained. 

Maintaining a record of not just tire pressure checks and adjustments, 

but also all performed maintenance can help ensure tires are checked 

frequently enough and no routine inspections are missed.

PLAY IT SAFE
Having a tire management program in place can help increase the 

lifespan of a fleet’s tires and save the company money in the long run. 

It can also limit the chance of a tire blowout on the road, helping to en-

sure the safety of your employees and those on the road around them.

But even with proper maintenance schedules and regular training, ac-

cidents can happen on or off the road. The Northbridge Insurance Risk 

Services team can help your company with many aspects of your risk 

management program through assessments, education, and consulting. 

All services and training offerings offered by the Risk Services team 

are designed to help you run a safer, more profitable business.

Bill Cowan is a Senior Risk Services Trainer at Northbridge Insurance. Bill has served the 

trucking industry for 40 years as a driver, safety manager, driver trainer and in loss control 

and risk management.

¹ Retread Tires in the U.S. and Canada Report [July 2018] https://www.bandag.com/content/dam/

bcs-sites/bandag/images/research-center/new-retread-report/Retread-Tires-In-US-Canada-Report-

Web-07-11-2018.pdf

Why companies  
need a tire 
management 
program
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Dear editor:

I am an immigrant from Austria 

and have held my Class 1 license 

since 1977. Back then, in Canada, 

most truckers were white males. 

Despite that, I cannot recall seeing 

any prejudice towards female, 

black, brown, or Indigenous 

drivers. Non-white, and female 

drivers were always part of the 

industry, albeit not in such high 

numbers as today. They all were 

accepted as bona fide members of 

the trucking community as long as 

they did their job well.

In this regard, I need to point out 

that North American truckers used 

to see themselves as the successors 

of the teamsters, who transported 

loads by horse or mule train across 

this continent. If you study the old 

west, you will see that cowboys 

and teamsters, unlike many others 

in society, held no gender or racial 

biases. As long as you did your job 

and were dependable, you were 

in. A large percentage of cowboys 

were black or native American, and 

there were female cowboys and 

teamsters as well.

There were, however, a few 

things that could exclude you very 

quickly from the old-style trucking 

community: if you were arrogant; if 

you were a green-horn who did not 

wish to listen and learn and follow 

advice; if you were patently unsafe 

in your practices and therefore 

a risk to others; or if you avoided 

social contact with your peers, you 

were ostracized in the industry. 

Everyone was given a chance, and 

opinions against anyone only hard-

ened after they proved they did not 

want to ‘belong.’ 

With respect to the South Asian 

drivers entering the industry, I do 

not think there existed a strong 

racial prejudice against them to 

begin with. I think some dislike for 

Asian drivers developed over time 

as a result of one or several of the 

following factors:

Unsafe and incompetent prac-

tices. Regrettably, while I have seen 

many Caucasian drivers do stupid 

things, the amount of bad driving 

I have witnessed on the part of 

some Asian drivers is truly scary. 

Perhaps that behavior is the result 

of bad and insufficient training, 

or there is an endemic unwilling-

ness to learn how things are done 

in North America. I don’t know. 

Unfortunately, this type of behav-

ior by some will make it more diffi-

cult for other members of an ethnic 

minority to be accepted.

Failure to establish social 

contact. Whether it is because 

of language barriers, or socie-

tal exclusivity, it seems to me that 

Asian drivers form a largely closed 

society within their own group and 

seek little or no contact with other 

drivers. Communication is the 

foundation for acceptance.

Asian drivers as a group need to 

try actively to become part of the 

larger, traditional North American 

trucking community. Although this 

is a free country, and people can 

decorate their trucks as they wish, 

there are things Asian drivers do that 

cause instant dismay. Among drivers 

today, there are a good number of 

former soldiers who served in Iraq 

or Afghanistan. They loathe the 

so-called ‘jingle trucks’ (trucks that 

have all sorts of bobbles, bells, or 

fabric strings hanging from the top of 

the windshield), because they were 

either used as improvised explosive 

devices or were intentionally driving 

into military vehicles for the purpose 

of killing western soldiers. I under-

stand the driver thinks his jingles are 

beautiful and give him a feeling of 

being at home - but I still cringe.

I don’t know how things will 

develop from here. One thing is for 

sure, trucking no longer enjoys the 

respect it had in the 70s and 80s, 

when kids pumped their little arms 

out of car windows at any semi 

they saw to get the driver to pull 

the air horn. It is significant to note 

that there are no films or TV series 

in the media these days that make 

trucking look attractive. Ice Road 

Truckers, in my opinion, is largely a 

freak show, and Highway Thru Hell 

and Rescue 401 are enough to turn 

off any reasonable young person 

from trucking by the sheer exam-

ples of horrible and unprofessional 

driving that result in the accidents 

being featured.

Mike Hertwig

Competence and communication keys  
to acceptance
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VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

B.C.’s logging industry is hemor-

rhaging, and a recent truck convoy 

in Vancouver aimed to shed some 

light on job losses in the forestry 

sector.

With more than 100 trucks 

making up the convoy, trucks trav-

eled through the city of Vancouver 

Sept. 25. Media reports from 

Vancouver indicated that the 

convoy congregated near the Pacific 

National Exhibition, and originated 

from several communities that are 

reeling from the financial impact of 

the logging industry’s downturn.

David Elstone, executive director 

of the Truck Loggers Association 

(TLA), said though his organiza-

tion played no role in organizing 

the convoy, he did thank drivers 

who passed by his Vancouver office 

to show his “appreciation for the 

attention they were generating for 

the issues facing the industry.”

 And there have been no shortage 

of issues negatively impacting B.C.’s 

logging sector.

In a message to industry, Elstone 

wrote that supply and demand for 

lumber is suffering. With China 

imposing tariffs on U.S. lumber, 

more American forest products are 

remaining in the U.S., he stated, 

which translates to lackluster 

demand and less need for Canadian 

lumber.

As for supply, Elstone said 

sawmill costs are on the rise, and 

the U.S. continues to impose a 

20% tariff on Canadian softwood 

lumber imports. He added that 

lumber prices are currently half of 

what they were a year ago, meaning 

the economically available timber 

supply in B.C.’s interior is substan-

tially less.

“It should be no surprise then 

that B.C. sawmills and other forest 

product manufacturers have been 

announcing curtailments or per-

manent closures of their facilities in 

the province,” wrote Elstone.

Another issue impacting the 

logging sector in B.C. is the decima-

tion of pine trees due to the moun-

tain pine beetle and forest fires.

Citing Jim Girvan, a board 

member and strategic advisor for 

the Western Forestry Contractors’ 

Association, Elstone said 13 saw-

mills could close in the next decade.

The TLA is working to bring 

some relief to those in the indus-

try by shaping new sections of the 

“Timber Harvesting Contract and 

Subcontract Regulation”, helping 

replaceable and non-replaceable 

contractors. They also released the 

TimberTracks Hourly Equipment 

Rate Sheet to improve knowledge of 

equipment costs.

Elstone said in his message that 

government must work to gener-

ate business conditions that are 

favorable for investors of future 

manufacturing facilities, some-

thing he said is not currently being 

accomplished.

The B.C. government did pledge 

$69 million to fund a new series of 

measures aimed at supporting pro-

vincial forest workers impacted by 

mill closures and shift reductions.

The government said the interior 

forest industry has been reducing 

production due to the mountain 

pine beetle and forest fire devasta-

tion in 2017-18.

“The previous government knew 

that the end of mountain pine 

beetle harvest would disrupt the 

lives of forest workers, contrac-

tors, and communities, but they 

did little to prepare for this inev-

itable transition,” said Premier 

John Horgan. “While the forest 

sector must reduce surplus milling 

capacity to remain competitive, it 

cannot do so at the expense of the 

workers, contractors, and commu-

nities who built the industry. Our 

government will ensure that forest 

workers impacted by mill closures 

are supported.”

Horgan, along with Minister of 

Forests, Lands, Natural Resource 

Operations, and Rural Development 

Doug Donaldson, outlined the 

funding to include $40 to estab-

lish a cost-shared, early-retirement 

bridging program; $15 million for 

a new short-term forest employ-

ment program; $12 for workers to 

access skills training; $2 million to 

establish a job placement coordina-

tion office; and community support 

grants to communities profoundly 

impacted by layoffs.

“The province is committed to 

supporting the people impacted by 

this change, but we need the forest 

industry and the federal govern-

ment to step up and do their part as 

well,” Donaldson said. “I’m hopeful 

that the interior forest sector rec-

ognizes that the new industry that 

will arise from this transition will 

need skilled, experienced workers 

to produce new forest products that 

can compete in global markets.” TN
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Across
1
4
8
9

10
12
14
17
21
22
23
24

’70s Bighorn conventional brand

In-cab devices, perhaps

Exhaust stack topper (4,3)

Truck wheel brand

Certain big rig tires (5,7)

Former flat front Freightliner

“Got your ____?” CB query (4,2)

2019 Ottawa-bound convoy (6,2,4)

Repair invoice items

Paid unloading help

Roadking truck stop city

Pickup & delivery, briefly (1,3,1)

Down
1
2
3

 4
5
6
7

11
13
15
16
18
19
20

Medium-duty International

Tire type

Oversize load requirements

Smokey’s ride (3,3)

I-95 southern terminus

Truck defect repair programs

In-bond trailer attachment

Thorsons car carrier type

’80s GMC conventional

Motel freebie, maybe (4,3)

Dual trailer connector type (1,5)

Electric tractor brand

NS and RI tags word

Truck design detail, briefly

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Truck convoy brings attention to 
B.C.’s ailing forestry sector
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ALBERTA

Canadian carriers need to 
prepare for U.S. Drug and 
Alcohol Clearinghouse

By Derek Clouthier

EDMONTON, ALBERTA 

Canadian carriers operating south 

of the border need to be ready 

for the U.S. Drug and Alcohol 

Clearinghouse program.

Chris Wilkinson, program con-

sultant for DriverCheck, said 

though the new regulation is being 

implemented in the U.S., carriers 

and drivers operating cross-border 

will be impacted.

In a nutshell, the Clearinghouse 

will provide access to information 

about drivers with violations on 

their record, and ensure they com-

plete the necessary steps before 

getting back behind the wheel or 

performing any safety-sensitive 

functions in the workplace.

The Clearinghouse is an online 

database containing commer-

cial drivers’ drug and alcohol vio-

lations, as well as return-to-work 

documentation. Employers will be 

required to report and query infor-

mation in the database starting Jan. 

6, 2020 when looking to hire new 

drivers. In 2023, once three years of 

violation data has been accumu-

lated, employers will no longer be 

required to request driver informa-

tion from previous employers, with 

the exception of those who have not 

completed all follow-up tests.

Wilkinson said the Federal Motor 

Carrier Safety Administration 

(FMCSA) recognized a gap in driver 

oversight back in 1999 with drivers 

not reporting infractions when 

job-hopping. The Clearinghouse is 

intended to improve compliance 

when it comes to drug and alcohol 

use and testing requirements.

“It’s a tracking tool, it’s a discov-

ery tool, and it’s going to benefit 

you in the long run,” Wilkinson 

said during the Private Motor 

Truck Council of Canada’s Western 

Educational Seminar Oct. 1 in 

Edmonton, Alta.

Employers, third-party admin-

istrators (TPA), substance abuse 

professionals (SAP), and medical 

review officers (MRO) will all be 

responsible for reporting driver 

information to the Clearinghouse.

MROs must report positive, adul-

terated, or substituted drug test 

results within two business days. 

Employers must report positive 

alcohol, knowledge violations, and 

negative return-to-work tests, and 

successful completion of all fol-

low-up tests. SAPs are required to 

submit driver IDs and the date of 

initial assessment, and the driver’s 

successful completion of treatment 

and eligibility for return-to-work. 

And TPAs must report as if they 

were the employer.

The Clearinghouse requires all 

positive drug and alcohol results, 

substituted and adulterated tests, 

refusals, negative return-to-work 

tests, knowledge violations, date 

of initial assessment, follow-up 

test completion, and successful 

completion of treatment. Owner-

operators must use a TPA to report 

to the Clearinghouse. Employers, 

third-party administrators, drivers, 

state authorities, the National 

Transportation Board, and FMCSA 

will all have access to the database.

Drivers will be notified by FMCSA 

when information about them is 

revised, entered, or removed, and 

when it is released to an employer.

Not all drivers will need to regis-

ter with the Clearinghouse. Those 

who remain with one employer 

will not be required to register, but 

any driver seeking employment or 

wanting to view their record will 

need to sign up. Driver profiles 

will include a limited as well as full 

query. Limited queries will indicate 

if a red flag is attached to a driv-

er’s profile and need only general 

consent from the driver to be 

accessed, but will require specific 

consent by the driver for employers 

to view their full query.

“As soon as you get that flag, 

you have 24 hours to get that full 

consent,” said Wilkinson.

To prepare, Wilkinson said 

employers should update their drug 

and alcohol policy, prepare internal 

and external reporting protocols, 

consent forms, and training for 

employees. They should also reg-

ister on the Clearinghouse, assign 

staff to work in the Clearinghouse, 

and purchase a querying plan in the 

Clearinghouse. TN

Chris Wilkinson.
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By Derek Clouthier

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

Alberta is the perfect place 

to test, produce, and operate 

trucks that run on a hydrogen 

fuel cell, according to one of the 

lead researchers involved in the 

Alberta Zero-Emissions Truck 

Electrification Collaboration 

(AZETEC).

Speaking to attendees during 

the Private Motor Truck Council 

of Canada (PMTC) Western 

Education Seminar in Edmonton, 

Alta., Oct. 1, Jessica Lof, research 

lead for the Canadian Energy 

Systems Analysis Research at the 

University of Calgary, said the 

AZETEC project will help push the 

province toward a goal of reducing 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

by 80% by 2050. But Lof added that 

any attempt at this goal must also 

be technically, financially, socially, 

and economically credible if it’s 

to be a success – something she 

believes the use of hydrogen fuel 

cells in trucks can accomplish.

“These changes need to bring 

more benefits than just reducing 

our greenhouse gas emissions,” 

said Lof, adding that with recent 

technology advancements in the 

industry, “it’s never been so cool to 

be part of trucking.”

Lof said hydrogen fuel cell elec-

tric powertrains offer the trans-

portation sector in Alberta several 

advantages over other alternative 

forms of power, such as battery 

electric, hydrogen drive, and the 

common internal combustion 

engine. Overall, Lof said diesel 

engines have a 35% efficiency 

rating. Hydrogen drive is 43% effi-

cient, battery electric is 68%, and 

hydrogen fuel cell electric offers 

52% efficiency.

But with battery electric’s limited 

range, heavy weight, and long 

charging times, Lof said the hydro-

gen fuel cell is the way to go for 

Alberta, and efficiency is not the 

only factor to consider.

Lof said Alberta is capable of pro-

ducing hydrogen at an extremely 

low cost from a variety of sources, 

including natural gas, coal, 

bitumen, and wind power. She also 

said the province already has the 

technical expertise to stay in the 

transportation fuel business for the 

foreseeable future.

“Alberta has all the ingredients 

to be successful,” said Lof, adding 

that 77% of the province’s oil supply 

already goes toward the transpor-

tation sector, and efforts to move 

to hydrogen would help continue 

Alberta’s dominance in that sector.

Funding for the $15-million 

AZETEC project was announced in 

March, which includes $7.3 million 

from Emissions Reduction Alberta. 

The effort aims to design and man-

ufacture hydrogen fuel cell elec-

tric hybrid heavy-duty trucks with 

extended range. Bison Transport 

and Trimac Transportation will 

operate the trucks, which will 

be 64-ton B-train tractor-trail-

ers capable of traveling up to 700 

km before needing to refuel, and 

will emit zero emissions from the 

tailpipe, with only water being 

expelled.

Though Lof admitted that 

production of hydrogen is not 

zero-emissions, the elimination of 

tailpipe emissions does result in a 

30% reduction in GHGs compared 

to the operation of diesel trucks.

Freightliner donated two of 

its gliders for the project, which 

are currently being worked on to 

operate using a hydrogen fuel cell. 

Once the trucks are ready and have 

gone through safety tests, they will 

move freight between Sherwood 

Park and Calgary from January 

2021 to June 2022.

The trucks will be equipped with 

a polymer electrolyte membrane 

(PEM) fuel cell power generation 

system that will generate electricity 

from hydrogen – 100 kg of hydrogen 

will be put on each truck.

Lof said there are several issues 

the trucking industry is trying to 

address with this project, includ-

ing high GHG emissions, low 

profit margins, high cost of diesel 

engine maintenance, and a labor 

shortage.

Lof and her team are now explor-

ing the idea of how to expand 

this two-truck experiment into 

something much bigger, possibly 

growing to thousands of trucks, 

which could be manufacture in 

Alberta where there is an abun-

dance of potential when it comes 

to hydrogen fuel production – 

Edmonton is one of the largest 

hydrogen fuel producers in North 

America, and production is proba-

ble in other locations like Medicine 

Hat, Fort McMurray, and Grande 

Prairie. TN

Hydrogen fuel cells the right direction 
for Alberta’s trucking industry
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CROSS-BORDER

By Derek Clouthier

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

In a spirited keynote address, 

American Trucking Associations 

(ATA) president and CEO Chris 

Spear urged those in trucking to 

“get out and kick some ass” in an 

effort to advocate for the better-

ment of the industry.

Speaking Oct. 7 during the ATA’s 

Management Conference and 

Exhibition in San Diego, Calif., Spear 

outlined several achievements and 

goals of the association, including 

improving the North American Free 

Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which 

he said has inadequate labor and 

environmental standards.

“We’ve been working with this 

administration, House and Senate, 

and our Mexican and Canadian 

counterparts to highlight the over-

whelming benefits, as well as the 

alarming economic impact that 

would ensue if the pending U.S., 

Mexico, Canada agreement is not 

passed by Congress,” Spear said. 

“And that work is paying off.”

Also relating to Canada, Spear 

underscored recent moves to legal-

ize the use of marijuana, which 

he called a compounding effect of 

social change.

Spear said Canada, along with 11 

states and the District of Columbia, 

have all legalized recreational can-

nabis, but the U.S. federal govern-

ment continues to turn a blind eye.

“And guess who gets caught in 

the middle?” questioned Spear, 

saying the ATA’s new Controlled 

Substances, Health and Wellness 

Subcommittee announced its first 

meeting in San Diego to address 

these concerns. “To change direc-

tion, we need a member-led policy 

platform that helps lawmakers, reg-

ulators, and courts make informed 

decisions about the impact sub-

stance abuse is having on safety 

and interstate commerce. We’ll also 

continue pushing federal agen-

cies to finish the mandate ATA got 

enacted four years ago, permitting 

hair follicle testing in place of tra-

ditional testing... and that those 

same test results populate the Drug 

Clearinghouse.”

Spear also doubled down on 

the driver shortage, despite recent 

media reports to the contrary.

“Denying the shortage even exists 

only empowers other modes to chip 

away at our current market share… 

and they will,” said Spear. “Ignoring 

the facts is not an option. The 

problem is real. And the solution is 

not one thing... but many, starting 

with our current stable of drivers.”

Spear said numbers show there 

is currently a shortage of 60,000 

drivers in the U.S., and the industry 

needs to build a well-trained talent 

pool to take over for today’s aging 

workforce.

He urged those in attendance not 

to poach drivers from other car-

riers, as this is not a sustainable 

growth strategy.

“We need to focus on improving 

access to affordable health care and 

wellness programs that keep our 

employees healthy and improves 

their overall quality of life,” sug-

gested Spear.

In addition to efforts to entice 

former military personnel like 

Hiring our Heroes, Transition 

Trucking, and the ATA’s Workforce 

Hero’s program, Spear said they 

have taken a closer look at urban 

centers, which could help increase 

the number of minorities and 

women in the industry.

“And considering the average 

age of our drivers well exceeds 

the national workforce, we need 

to elevate the next generation of 

workers who will inevitably replace 

them,” said Spear, “beginning with 

18- to 21-year-olds.”

In the U.S., 48 states allow 

18-year-olds to drive Class 8 com-

mercial vehicles, but they cannot 

cross state lines. They are per-

mitted to drive truck without any 

training standards or technology 

requirements.

Spear said the ATA is commit-

ted to teaching young drivers how 

to responsibly operate a truck, 

pointing to young military per-

sonnel as proof those in that age 

bracket can be successful.

The need for a robust infrastruc-

ture spending bill was another 

area Spear highlighted during his 

speech.

Using the American 

Transportation Research Institute’s 

(ATRI) data as evidence, Spear said 

the industry is losing $74.5 billion a 

year sitting in traffic.

With commercial vehicles 

making up 4% of vehicles on U.S. 

roads, Spear said that equates to 

425,000 trucks sitting idle for a year, 

emitting 67 million tons of CO2.

To address this concern, the ATA 

created a national campaign ad 

called Life Won’t Wait, which Spear 

said was praised by pro-infrastruc-

ture advocates.

“Getting a well-funded infra-

structure bill passed takes resolve,” 

said Spear. “To succeed, we have 

to call out anyone who thinks fake 

funding, like tolling existing roads 

and bridges, is in our nation’s best 

interests.”

The ATA’s proposed solution to 

help fund infrastructure upgrades 

in the U.S. is to increase the fuel 

tax by 5 cents per year over the 

course of four years. Spear said 

that would generate $340 billion 

in new revenue over 10 years and 

cost less than 1 cent per gallon to 

administer.

“It’s the most conservative, effi-

cient, and equitable solution, and 

the most difficult to evade,” said 

Spear. “It’s immediate. And it’s 

time for Congress to do the job 

we hired them to do...vote. And 

I am absolutely convinced the 

votes are there to fund America’s 

infrastructure.”

Spear touted the ATA’s ability to 

advocate and work across party 

lines, with strong relationships 

having been built with the current 

ATA president calls for improvements  
to NAFTA during MCE keynote address

Chris Spear.
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By Derek Clouthier

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Volvo Trucks North America 

(VTNA) highlighted its success 

in Canada during the American 

Trucking Associations’ 

Management Conference and 

Exhibition Oct. 6, saying it now 

owns a 13.9% market share north 

of the border.

“We are building market share 

in Canada, which is great to see,” 

said Peter Voorhoeve, president of 

VTNA at a press conference today 

in San Diego, Calif.

VTNA is riding on the heels of 

its success in Canada over the 

past couple of years, which saw 

growth in its market share rise to 

13.5% in 2018 from 10.6 the year 

prior.

In the U.S., Volvo’s largest truck-

ing market, its market share has 

declined from 10.7% in 2018 to 

9.7% this year.

Voorhoeve said VTNA is also 

looking to increase its footprint 

in Mexico, where its market share 

rose to 3.2% this year from 1.9%  

in 2018.

Overall in North American, 

Volvo holds a market share of 

9.6%, down from 10.3% in 2018.

Voorhoeve touted his compa-

ny’s continued efforts to build 

upon its success, with an ever-in-

creasing dealer network across 

North America, which has now 

reached 435.

“Today, we have a dealer 

network that is up to par and com-

petitive for our customers,” said 

Voorhoeve, adding that he is con-

fident that with the products and 

dealer network Volvo provides, the 

company is poised to take it to the 

next level.

Expanding its dealer network 

was a $700-million investment, 

with much of that coming directly 

from its network of partners.

Also announced during the 

press conference was VTNA’s part-

nership with Geotab, integrating 

its electronic logging device (ELD) 

into Volvo trucks.

“The ELD mandate has changed 

how fleet management is done in 

this industry, and Volvo Trucks is 

dedicated to offering the best pos-

sible solution to keep our custom-

ers’ businesses running smoothly,” 

said Ashraf Makki, product 

marketing manager for VTNA. 

“Geotab Drive for Volvo Trucks 

consolidates all of the require-

ments for compliance into one 

integrated, cloud-based system 

that enables customers to easily 

record HOS status and complete 

vehicle inspections from their 

tablet or smartphone.”

Volvo will couple its telematics 

device with Geotab’s ELD appli-

cation, Geotab Drive for Volvo 

Trucks, offering customers an 

easy way to monitor HOS, records 

of duty status, and driver vehicle 

inspection reports.

“Volvo Trucks takes pride in 

working with best-in-class part-

ners like Geotab to develop solu-

tions that improve the customer 

experience, enabling them to 

enhance their operations,” said 

Makki. “Not only is Geotab Drive 

for Volvo Trucks compliant with 

the mandate, but it is the most 

efficient and reliable solution 

available when it comes  

to ELDs.”

Geotab offers a cloud-based 

solution, with no additional 

hardware required. Johan 

Agebrand said he expects more 

OEMs to move toward pre-in-

stalled ELD solutions rather 

than relying on secondary hard-

ware options.

In addition to the Canadian 

market and its partnership with 

Geotab, Agebrand revisited 

several products and services 

where his company has aimed 

to improve its product offerings. 

Highlights included a new work-

station in the VNL 70” sleeper 

cab and VNX models, wide-width 

seats, telematics connector, a Pre-

Trip Assistant upgrade, Xceed 

Fuel Efficiency package, Active 

Driver Assist, the new genera-

tion of Turbo Compound Engine, 

and Volvo Dynamic Steering and 

Maintenance. TN

Volvo makes headway in  
Canadian market

Peter Voorhoeve.
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LEASING & TRADE-INS

Trump Administration, as well as 

with House speaker Nancy Pelosi 

and others in the Democratic Party.

Spear passionately said it was 

time for the industry to go on 

the offensive and tell its story to 

policymakers.

Using an example of a car traveling 

in the opposite direction of a truck, 

losing control, crossing the median 

and colliding with the truck, Spear 

said carriers should not have to pay 

for a tragedy the truck driver did not 

cause.

“We’re fed up, and I don’t know 

about you, but I’m sick of playing 

defense while trial lawyers buy jets 

and yachts at the expense of truck-

ing jobs,” Spear said, receiving an 

ovation.

“We will make tort reform a tier 

one priority at the state and federal 

level…we will continue to grow the 

ATA Litigation Center, and increase 

the number of lawsuits.”

In the U.S., Spear said truck-

ing employs more than 7.8 million 

people, or one in 16 jobs, with truck 

driver being the top job in 29 states. 

TN
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IN-BRIEF

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

Ritchie Bros.’ latest Edmonton, 

Alta., auction brought in more 

than $72 million in sales, with 

around 70% of the equipment 

being sold online.

“We continue to see strong 

attendance for our Edmonton auc-

tions in 2019,” said Brian Glenn, 

senior vice-president, head of 

Canadian sales for Ritchie Bros. 

“Oilfield transportation equip-

ment, which was the key com-

ponent to our Edmonton June 

event, performed very well this 

week. However, as the landscape 

for construction projects contin-

ues to change in Western Canada 

we did see a moderate level of 

pricing pressure on certain equip-

ment categories. We are confi-

dent, as the Alberta oil and gas 

market gets moving again heading 

into fall, the landscape for our 

customer base will improve and 

demand for used equipment will 

continue to rise.”

Over 10,000 people from 49 

countries registered for the 

auction, which kicked off June 10.

More than 1,100 owners took 

part in the auction, including 

Dynamic Heavy Haul, with a com-

plete dispersal of its entire line of 

equipment.

“Ritchie Bros. sets the standard 

in the auction industry,” said Eric 

Eckert, president of Dynamic Heavy 

Haul. “We’ve bought and sold with 

them many times in the past and 

they are always helpful and profes-

sional, taking care of all the little 

important details. The exposure 

they provide our equipment is 

massive and we are pleased with 

the results achieved last week.”

Some other highlight sales from 

the event include two unused 

2018 Western Star 4700SB hydro 

vac trucks ($802,500 combined), 

two 2012 Volvo A30F 6x6 artic-

ulated dump trucks ($407,500 

combined), and a 2014 Kenworth 

C500 T/A 385-inch WB bed truck 

($275,000). TN

Ritchie Bros. Edmonton auction nets 
over $72 million in sales
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WHITEHORSE, YUKON 

A truck driver from Whitehorse is 

leading a group of truckers in an 

effort to remember two people killed 

along the Alaska Highway in B.C.

Ed Grennan placed a cross and 

Australian flag at the site where 

Chynna Deese, 24, and Lucas Fowler, 

23, were alleged to be murdered by 

suspects Kam McLeod and Bryer 

Schmegelsky, who have since been 

found dead in Northern Manitoba. 

Grennan said the memorial is the 

work of many truck drivers who pass 

by the location frequently and are 

reminded of the horrific incident that 

claimed the life to two people. TN

Truck drivers
pay tribute to
murdered couple

Munden 
Ventures 
makes key 
acquisition
KAMLOOPS, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Munden Ventures has acquired 

the transport division of B.C.-

based company Rapid Cool, taking 

over its reefer, truck heating and 

cooling, and auxiliary power unit 

business servicing the province’s 

Interior.

“Rapid Cool has been the leader 

in providing transport heating and 

cooling parts, service, and support 

for the B.C. Interior,” said Greg 

Munden, president of Munden 

Ventures, adding that the pur-

chase compliments the compa-

ny’s recent affiliation as a repre-

sentative of ColdFront. “This ties 

in so well with our existing truck, 

trailer, and equipment service, and 

emergency roadside service, allow-

ing us to provide complete one-

stop solutions to our existing cus-

tomers running reefer and engine/

cab heating systems.”

Munden said Rapid Cool cus-

tomers will benefit from the 

acquisition by having access to 

all of his company’s repair and 

maintenance services. With the 

Kamloops, B.C., location operat-

ing seven days a week from 7 a.m. 

to 12 a.m., Munden said custom-

ers will now have a one-stop-shop 

for their repair and maintenance 

needs. TN
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OPINION

Roger McKnight is the chief  

petroleum analyst with En-Pro  

International Inc. Roger has more 

than 25 years of experience in the 

oil industry. He is a regular guest on 

radio and television programs, and 

is quoted regularly in newspapers 

and magazines across Canada.

Petrol Points

No oil in Canadian politics
If there’s one thing that’s certain 

from the verbal slings and arrows 

being launched at each federal 

party leader these days, it’s that 

there is no oil in politics.

Don’t believe me?

Then please provide me with any 

reference in the Liberal platform 

to anything in Alberta. Oh sure, 

they say they’re “moving forward,” 

but to where? Quebec perhaps?

We know where the NDP and the 

Greens stand also — as far away 

from the oil sands as physically 

and fiscally possible.

There are 34 seats in Alberta, all 

but four being Conservative.

The oil sands and the oil indus-

try are safe within the political 

borders of Alberta, but not in the 

mishmash that is the politics in 

Canada as a whole. That raises the 

question of the future of the Trans 

Mountain (TMNX) – you remem-

ber, the one we taxpayers bought 

for over $4 billion with our own 

hard-earned, after tax money?

There is a clear and present 

danger that this pipeline may be 

used as a conduit, not for Alberta 

and Prairie oil, but as a sacrificial 

lamb for power in far-off Ottawa. I 

fear we may be following a precari-

ous path along a dangerous cliff.

We need only look to B.C. for 

signposts for the future of the 

TMNX. The project has been 

blocked by the NDP minority 

government, which has bended 

to the demands of the anti-oil 

three-member Green Party, which 

hold the swing votes.

In the upcoming federal elec-

tion, we may have the same sce-

nario being painted before our 

very eyes — as the NDP and the 

Greens don’t want anything to do 

with fossil fuel use today, let alone 

its development for tomorrow.

As of the time of writing this 

report, the race is neck and 

neck between the Liberals and 

the Conservatives, and if this 

holds, then it may mean a Liberal 

minority with the NDP holding the 

balance of power.

Welcome to B.C. politics Canada!

The question is then, will our 

current prime minister use the 

TMNX as a bargaining chip to 

bring the NDP on side? Will he 

flush the pipeline down the toilet 

as a bad idea and bad debt to go 

along with his bad deficits?

Beware Alberta and the rest of 

Canada, because drama is not his 

weak point. TN

Trucking HR 
Canada, AMTA 
team up on  
career resources
EDMONTON, ALBERTA

Trucking HR Canada and 

the Alberta Motor Transport 

Association (AMTA) have joined 

forces to offer more information 

for career seekers and under-repre-

sented labor groups.

The online resources were devel-

oped for the Bridging the Gap in 

Alberta’s Trucking and Logistics 

Labour Market project.

“These resources provide another 

tool in the toolbox that can assist 

employers in recruiting and retain-

ing the workers they need,” said 

Angela Splinter, CEO of Trucking 

HR Canada.

A new Employer Connector 

Guide highlights opportunities to 

tap into labor pools that can be 

overlooked in the trucking sector 

– including women, visible minori-

ties, newcomers to Canada, youth, 

Indigenous employees, and people 

with disabilities. The guide itself 

offers a list of organizations and 

resources that serve the groups in 

Alberta. A related Transportation 

Guide, meanwhile, offers insights 

into career opportunities that 

involve operating commercial vehi-

cles, transportation maintenance, 

transportation operations, and 

warehouse and yard operations.

“The need for defined path-

ways in the transportation indus-

try is critical to inviting all people 

into the industry as well as infor-

mation for people already in the 

industry looking for a change,” said 

Chris Nash, president of the Alberta 

Motor Transport Association. TN
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Association Corner

Engagement key for association momentum
Why should you want to be 

an Alberta Motor Transport 

Association (AMTA) carrier 

member? What’s in it for you? 

There are many reasons.

As always, safety is what we 

deliver. We believe now more than 

ever the AMTA stands as the voice, 

the standard, and the resource 

of the transportation industry. A 

membership here means more 

than listing your company on our 

website, it is a promise that we will 

be your voice in addressing every-

thing from new technology coming 

on board, to driver shortages, to 

diversity in industry.

If your company falls under the 

Workers’ Compensation Board 

(WCB) industry code for general 

trucking, specialized trucking, or 

garbage collection and disposal, you 

are considered an AMTA associate 

carrier. As an associate carrier there 

are membership advantages such as 

access to health and safety commit-

tees, discounts, and invites to AMTA 

training and events.

As a full carrier member, 

however, you get that, and more. 

Carrier members can engage with 

the Compliance and Regulatory 

Affairs Committee, giving them 

access to government and devel-

opment of AMTA policy positions. 

Their engagement is what will 

aid industry in finding solutions 

moving forward. Come to us with 

your most important transporta-

tion issues so we can navigate them 

with you.

While we help members steer 

through the evolution of inno-

vation and technology in indus-

try, our focus is centered on our 

Top 5 positions: Safety Fitness 

Certificates, mandatory entry 

level training, hours of service, the 

Foreign Workers’ Program, and reg-

ulatory interceptions/application 

of enforcement.

The Temporary Foreign Workers’ 

Program and mandatory entry 

level training in particular have 

been in the news recently. To the 

AMTA, safety in industry is para-

mount and the association wholly 

supports proper training for not 

only drivers, but carriers as well. 

In order to be at the top of your 

game when it comes to safety in 

industry, AMTA’s Injury Reduction 

and Training department offers 

several quality online and class-

room courses. And, we’re currently 

working to expand our offerings 

even further.

We understand there is a driver 

shortage in industry and acknowl-

edge that a top priority of every 

transportation business is the need 

for safe, skilled, educated, and pro-

fessional employees. Our mission is 

to empower employers/employees 

by providing the necessary educa-

tion tools for safe workplaces and 

roadways. 

These days we are seeing 

advancements in industry like 

collision mitigation technology 

and implementation of electronic 

logging devices.  More innovative 

ideas are arriving on the scene, 

and the AMTA is there to help you 

with this. As a member, you benefit 

from being informed on and are 

at the forefront of this technol-

ogy. Projects like the Alberta Zero 

Emissions Truck Electrification 

Collaboration (AZETEC) will serve 

to provide fuel alternatives for car-

riers, while reducing greenhouse 

gas emissions. 

Carrier members are also privy 

to premium news alerts via our 

carrier e-news, private indus-

try networking, have the inside 

track on lobbying, exclusive invi-

tations to meetings and events, 

the opportunity to run for either, 

or both, the AMTA and Canadian 

Trucking Alliance Boards of 

Directors, and more.

By working together, we can 

help change the face of industry, 

while ensuring the safety of those 

traveling our roadways. We’re 

more effective as a group than we 

are as individuals. Join your pro-

vincial transportation association 

today. TN

Chris Nash is president of  

the Alberta Motor Transport  

Association. He has more than  

30 years of experience in the  

transportation industry, from the 

road to the boardroom. Chris  

was born, raised and still lives in 

Edmonton with his family.
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Stories by Derek Clouthier

HOUSTON, TEXAS

They may be considered rookies in 

Trimble’s eyes, but Dieseltech Truck 

Repair out of B.C.’s Lower Mainland 

knows a thing or two about keeping 

medium- to heavy-duty trucks up 

and running.

Dieseltech took home the award 

for Rookies of the Year – Best Up 

and Comer during the in.sight User 

Conference in Houston, Texas, this 

past September, for the company’s 

use of Trimble’s TMT Service Center 

shop software. But for fleet services 

manager Mike Lackie, the process 

of changing over to a new software 

was not always easy, as it required 

the majority of his shop processes  

to change.

“The entire team at Dieseltech has 

been committed to work through 

this change, learn our new processes, 

and make TMT Service Center work 

for not only our shop, but for the cus-

tomers as well,” Lackie told Truck 

News-West, adding how Trimble 

has also invested a lot of time into 

the process. “Where a roadblock 

exists, the entire team at Trimble 

has helped us get through it, either 

through training, or by improving 

the software.”

Dieseltech launched in 2008, and 

provides in-shop and 24/7 mobile 

maintenance and repair to all 

medium- and heavy-duty trucks, 

as well as shunt trucks and trailers. 

Based in Burnaby, B.C., the company 

will also manage its customers’ pre-

ventative maintenance programs 

for those that want to take that 

worry off their plate.

“For customers with medium to 

large fleets, we also have a suite 

of on-site services,” said Lackie, 

“from bi-weekly greasing to having 

a technician on site every day 

for maintenance, pre-trips, and 

running repairs.”

Lackie said the old software 

Dieseltech was using could no longer 

handle the demands of the shop, and 

after researching five new options, 

they settled on TMT Service Center.

“We were impressed by the fact 

that it was set up to provide the 

information fleets need to track their 

maintenance and repairs,” he said. 

“We are no longer working with pen 

and paper, maintaining separate 

spreadsheets to track preventative 

maintenance, and sifting through 

incomplete data to provide informa-

tion for our customers. We can now 

see which repairs are complete on a 

job and which are still pending, if the 

technician has arrived on site, when 

the next preventative maintenance 

is due on a unit, and have complete 

control over our data to find any 

answer we need.”

Trimble’s Ovation Awards rec-

ognize customers that have best 

utilized the company’s technology 

through innovations and integra-

tion, custom-tailored applications, 

process implementation, and train-

ing methods.

“The theme of the 2019 in.sight 

User Conference is the ‘Power of 

Together’ and this year’s Ovation 

Award recipients embody that spirit, 

with each winner relying on Trimble 

technology to improve key aspects 

of their transportation business,” 

said James Langley, senior vice-pres-

ident of Trimble’s Transportation 

Sector. “These innovative users have 

also been instrumental in providing 

valuable feedback that allows us to 

expand our platforms and improve 

our solutions—enabling Trimble to 

create a better experience for each 

and every one of our users.” TN

Whether you’re a trucking professional or a tech on the shop floor, 
TMC is the place where the experts meet. We are the only industry association 
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B.C. truck repair company making 
the most of its new shop software

Trimble awarded B.C.’s Dieseltech for their innovation.



Truckers Against Trafficking 
expands into Canada

HOUSTON, TEXAS

Drivewyze is excited about the 

future of connected trucks, and 

presented an overview of where the 

company sees the technology today, 

and where it believes it will go in 

the coming years.

During Trimble’s in.sight User 

Conference in Houston, Texas, 

Charles Buffone, director of 

product management at Drivewyze, 

said connected truck technology is 

still in its infancy, with the current 

focus on having additional sensors 

on trucks that communicate with 

each other in a more predictive 

manner rather than reactive.

“The bits and pieces we are 

doing today will help form that 

future,” said Buffone, adding that 

the vision moving forward is to 

have both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 

and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) 

communications.

With a large and growing 

network, Buffone said Drivewyze 

has several thousand locations 

adding to the connected truck 

network, which includes its weigh 

station bypass technology located 

at 489 fixed weigh scales in Canada, 

where they are primarily in Alberta 

where the company has its head 

office, as well as in the U.S.

Buffone said there are four pillars 

of the connected truck – safety, effi-

ciency, analytics, and compliance. 

Increasing safety and efficiency are 

areas all carriers aim to achieve, 

while programs like weigh station 

bypass add to compliance, while 

data collected from connected 

trucks creates analytics and is used 

for predictive measures.

Brian Mofford, vice-president 

of government experience for 

Drivewyze, added that V2I commu-

nication is happening through the 

bypass program, as well as roadside 

monitoring through automated 

thermal imaging.

Another way Mofford said V2I 

technology is working today and 

benefiting the overall transporta-

tion network is truck parking. With 

sensors being used at truck stops to 

determine space, as well as increase 

safety, drivers are being notified 

where they are able to safely pull over 

to comply with HOS regulations.

“We’re starting to see a lot of this 

technology that has been deployed 

in these different sandboxes now 

coming together,” said Mofford.

In the future, Mofford sees con-

nected truck technology increas-

ing efficiencies with the sharing of 

information between jurisdictions, 

eliminating redundant checks and 

stops for carriers.

Buffone echoed the need to share 

data for connected truck technol-

ogy to move forward, which would 

lead to greater efficiency and better 

planning when it comes to infra-

structure and other initiatives ben-

efiting the industry.

Adaptive notifications with smart 

alerts providing construction infor-

mation, weather conditions, and 

emergencies in real-time, as well as 

automated inspections, would all 

contribute to the four pillar of con-

nected truck technology.

“There is no way that this works 

without sharing data,” said Buffone, 

urging attendees to contribute to 

the effort by sharing data. “Drive 

the future of the connected truck, 

which I think is going to be pretty 

amazing.”

Trimble trends

Trimble also has an eye on the 

future of mobility, with the most 

pressing current issue being 

electronic logging device (ELD) 

implementation.

Rick Ochsendorf, general 

manager of North American mobil-

ity for Trimble, said his company 

approaches the future with a three, 

four, three model.

First, Trimble looks at its three-

month short-term priorities and 

then moves to its four-quarter ini-

tiatives, which included expand-

ing its video intelligence to light-

duty applications, upgrade all 

its Windows-based devices, and 

ultimately complete the ELD 

implementation.

Some of Trimble’s three-year pri-

orities revolve around offering more 

to its customers, such as hardware 

agnostic solutions and various val-

ue-added solutions that are ana-

lytic, driver, and asset focused.

Part of its three-year effort 

includes partnering with third-

party applications to help bring 

further efficiencies to the industry.

When it comes to its own apps, 

many attendees said they would 

like to see the company look 

at areas where they can merge 

together some of their offerings to 

eliminate the need to use several 

apps for one application. TN

HOUSTON, TEXAS

Truckers Against Trafficking (TAT) 

has ventured into Canada, enter-

ing into a partnership with The 

Canadian Centre to End Human 

Trafficking this past July.

A national hotline to report 

suspicions of human trafficking 

in Canada has been established, 

launching this past May. U.S.-based 

TAT is using the new hotline as 

part of its Canadian expansion, and 

is encouraging truck drivers north 

of the border to “make the call and 

save lives.”

Ashley Smith, director of energy 

operations for TAT, spoke Sept. 

17 during Trimble’s in.sight User 

Conference in Houston, Texas 

about the organization’s efforts.

Human trafficking is described 

as when force, fraud, or coercion is 

being used on a person to perform 

acts they do not want to do.

“The most powerful means 

traffickers use is coercion, using 

threats to them and their families,” 

said Smith.

Smith said it is more often 

the case that those who become 

victims of trafficking are fleeing 

a country or precarious situa-

tion, and therefore are unlikely to 

contact law enforcement when they 

are being coerced into trafficking.

“Children are the most vulnera-

ble among us,” Smith said, “espe-

cially those who are homeless or 

come from an abusive household.”

The statistics on human traffick-

ing is staggering.

Worldwide, there are around 40 

million victims of human traffick-

ing, according to the International 

Labor Organization, and they can 

be forced to have sex up to 20 times 

a day by their abusers. Smith said 

human trafficking is a $150 billion 

illegal enterprise, second only to 

drug smuggling, and is occurring 

in all 50 states.

With an estimated 3.5 million 

truck drivers on U.S. roads every 

day, TAT recognized the potential 

impact this group could have on 

human trafficking.

“If truckers knew what this crime 

really is, how many victims could 

be rescued, and how many traffick-

ers could be arrested,” said Smith.

Goals of TAT is to have profes-

sional truck drivers trained and 

vigilant to recognize the signs of 

trafficking, particularly at truck 

stops, motels, rest areas, and city 

streets where this type of activity 

can occur.

And the effort is having an 

impact.

TAT stats show that 2,356 

calls have been made into the 

U.S. National Human Trafficking 

Hotline – this does not include 

those made to local authorities  

or 911.

These calls have generated 

around 635 cases of human traf-

ficking and have identified 1,186 

victims.

In the U.S., there are 774,756 

truck drivers registered and trained 

by TAT.

Smith said TAT plans to hold an 

event in Toronto, Ont., in October 

to mark its expansion into Canada 

and to raise awareness to Canadian 

carriers and drivers.

In Canada, to make the call when 

human trafficking is suspected, 

dial 1-833-900-1010. TN
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The future looks bright for the connected truck

Brian Mofford, left, and Charles Buffone.



MARKETPLACE

By Andrew Snook

Few things take as bad a beating 

on jobsites as the tires for fleets 

of heavy equipment. So, what can 

operators and fleet managers do, 

in terms of tire management, to 

ensure their operations run as 

smooth as possible? Well, the most 

important item on the to-do list – 

which, in many cases, is often over-

looked – is to properly manage the 

air pressure in the tires.

“Air pressure is the killer of the 

tire industry – air pressure and 

speed,” says George Brown of  

Professional Tire based in Gander, 

Nfld., who has 45 years of experi-

ence in the tire business. 

He says getting operators to 

manage their air pressure on a 

regular basis can be a big chal-

lenge, thanks partly to the technol-

ogies now available in the equip-

ment. Before sensors were installed 

in trucks to help drivers maintain 

their oil levels, operators would 

regularly monitor them. Brown 

says that kind of diligence has 

become a thing of the past. 

“Now they’re all relying on the 

gauges and the lights, and it’s the 

same thing with the tires,” he says.

Brown says this challenge is 

largely a generational difference 

between veteran drivers and young 

operators.

“Some of the old truck drivers I 

know can take a small baseball bat 

and from the thump pretty well 

tell your air pressure from within 

five pounds,” he says. “But some of 

these young guys, they go around 

and kick the tire and they think 

it’s great, but the tire could be 50% 

underinflated…I get about 5% of 

my commercial guys that really 

maintain their tires, and you can 

tell when they come back to the 

shop with mileage. I can see it.”

Brown says air pressure inspec-

tion should be performed once a 

week, but in some cases, you’d be 

lucky to get the tires inspected 

once a month. He adds that the 

owner-operators tend to be more 

diligent in checking the air pres-

sure than company drivers, due to 

the financial ramifications of poor 

tire management coming directly 

out of owner-operators’ pockets. 

Operator awareness

Keeping an eye on your surround-

ings, especially in heavier applica-

tions, is also vital for prolonging 

the life of the tires.

“Operators have to be aware of 

their surroundings – their work 

area,” says Mark Montico, account 

manager of the mining and com-

mercial division for OK Tire’s loca-

tion in Timmins, Ont. “An example 

of that, more in the mining side and 

in the quarries, is if an articulat-

ing truck leaves and material falls 

out the back, the operator needs 

to pick that up. That spillage can’t 

remain there because that spillage 

will eventually just puncture tires,” 

he says. 

Being aware of the type of mate-

rial your tires are regularly travel-

ing on is also very important. 

Tim George, customer service 

and logistics manager for the 

aggregates division at Lafarge 

Canada in Edmonton, Alta., says 

the quality of the roads can vary 

greatly from one site to the next. 

George spent many years in Fort 

McMurray, Alta., before coming to 

Edmonton, and says the roads at 

the Fort McMurray sites were defi-

nitely different from the roads in 

Edmonton.

“The 20-mm down here, and the 

pavement our guys are running 

on here, get them a little more use 

than they would in a dusty setting 

like McMurray,” he says, adding 

that the way an operator drives 

their truck is also very important 

for prolonging the life of the tires. 

“It’s like your car. As fast as you 

drive, your brakes, your turning 

– all of those things – slow and 

steady wins the race, and preserves 

the tires.” 

George says his company’s main 

priority is preventing the roads 

from being damaged, so they keep 

the speed in their pits limited to 10 

or 20 km/h. Lafarge’s Edmonton 

operation also makes an effort to 

keep roads smooth and free from 

any loose materials and waters 

them regularly. 

“We just maintain the speed and 

regulate, and have designated haul 

lanes for them,” he says. “We defi-

nitely try and control the speeds 

that way.”

George adds that the age of the 

pits can also be a factor on the wear 

of tires on hauling trucks.

“Most of our pits are long-

term pits, so those roads are 

tire-friendly,” he says. Greenfield 

grounds are soft, it wears a little 

harder.”

Perfect match

Tire matching is also important to 

optimize the life cycle of the tires. 

“If one tire is worn and the tire 

across from it fails and is now dis-

posable, putting a new tire on and 

the OD (overall diameter) is not the 

same, then the tire will wear out 

faster,” Montico says.

Preventive maintenance  

is key

When managing an equipment 

fleet, knowing when to replace 

your tires can make a huge differ-

ence in preventing costly down-

time. In George’s situation in 

Edmonton, where Lafarge subcon-

tracts out its aggregate hauling 

fleet, he recommends to operators 

that they replace tires before they 

encounter an issue.

“It’s better to replace it before it 

goes,” George says. “We do try to 

get our guys to err more on the side 

of caution. I always tell them it’s 

$200 per hour now or $2,000 per 

hour later.”

You get what you pay for

There is a wide array of tires that 

fleet managers can choose from, 

and many of them offer technolo-

gies that can assist with preven-

tive maintenance – such as tire 

pressure sensors. But for many 

contractors and fleet managers, 

buying decisions are dictated  

by price.

“The biggest thing, for my 

guys anyways, is they go for 

price,” George says. “It may not 

be the best available tire out 

there, but when you’re replac-

ing, a $1,000 tire will pop a hole 

same as a $300 tire. That’s kind 

of the mentality of a lot of these 

guys.” TN

Keep on rollin’
Best practices for tire management in heavy vocational applications
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Checking inflation pressures regularly is key to making tires last in rugged vocational applications.
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Western Canada’s Trailer Specialist. 

Rentals, Leasing, Sales, Service, and Parts
Delta

(800) 891-8858
Edmonton
(800) 610-1019

Calgary
(877) 720-7171

Winnipeg
(866) 397-5524

Nanaimo
(877) 878-5979

www.OCEANTRAILER.COM

Steel Flat Decks,
Step Decks, 

and Super B's

Steel Flat Decks,
Step Decks, 

and Super B's

Also offering other great purchase and leasing options. Conditions apply. 
Call us today for more information.

In Stock at All Ocean Trailer Branches Now!In Stock at All Ocean Trailer Branches Now!

NEW
Canadian

Made

We're proud to have 
this high quality 

Canadian product 
for Sale, Lease, and
Rental in all Ocean

Locations now

We're proud to have 
this high quality 

Canadian product 
for Sale, Lease, and
Rental in all Ocean

Locations now

NEW
Canadian

Made
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Loadshare® Air Helper Springs

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

for more information contact:
Canadian Loadshare®

79 Bessemer Road, Unit 15, London, Ontario, Canada N6E 1P9

Tel: (519) 649-7420 Fax: (519) 649-7421

IDEAL APPL ICAT IONS INCLUDE

www.canadianloadshare.com

for Trucks & Trailers

USA Inquiries - www.fsip.com

Maximizes weight transfer directly 
from chassis to front axle. (up to 8,000 lbs.) 

“Distributor 

Inquiries 

Welcome”

• maintains correct steering geometry
• improve ride quality in both conventional

and cabover trucks
• adjust to varying load requirements or road conditions

with the help of convenient in-cab controls

• refuse compactors
• utility trucks

• snowplows/wing plows
• buses

• concrete mixers
• dump trucks

• lift axle equipped trucks
• highway tractors

• maintain proper ride height
• increase vehicle stability
• improve handling and steering
• reduce leaf spring wear and drive train 

maintenance

“GREASE FREE”
5TH WHEEL 

SLIP PLATES

CANADA’S #1 DISTRIBUTOR OF ONE-PIECE PLASTIC LINERSCANADA’S #1 DISTRIBUTOR OF ONE-PIECE PLASTIC LINERS

ASK FOR BRUCE SMITH

CALL 
(519) 977-4614

16’ WIDTHS
NOW 

AVAILABLE

DEALER/INSTALLER

INQUIRIES 

WELCOME

ORDER YOUR “FACTORY WELDED” UHMW DUMP LINER KIT TODAY! 
INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE!

ONLY
$150.00 EA
CASH & CARRY

For Western Canada Sales and Installations Call Your Local Fort Garry Location 
or Call Bruce Smith @ 519-977-4614

“CUSTOMIZED TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS”
• UP TO 16’ WIDTHS • VARIOUS LENGTHS & THICKNESSES 

• TRIED & TESTED with GRAIN & GRAVEL

2853 Gateway Rd., Winnipeg, MB R2E 0J6

Fax: 204-667-7811 Email: ddexhaul@mts.net

550 HP, AUTOMATIC TRANS; 14.6 &
46 AXLE(S), 244" WHEELBASE,

163 C/A READY FOR GRAIN
BOX HYDRAULICS. -1290794

2014 VOLVO  
HEAVY-HAUL DAYCAB

DD13, 18 SPD TRANS; 
12 & 46 AXLE(S), 
11 X 22.5. -1290037

48" SLEEPER, MERCEDES ENG; 
18 SPD TRANS; 

12 & 46 AXLE(S) -1290038

2013 MACK CXU 613 
DUMP TRUCK 

60" SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG; 
485 HP, 13 SPD TRANS; 

12 & 40 AXLE(S), 
MATCHED SET. -1290041

(2) 2012 KENWORTH T660 
HIGHWAY TRACTORS 

MAXFORCE, 10 SPD TRANS; 
400,000 KMS. -1290042

60" SLEEPER, DD16, 
560 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 
13 & 46 AXLE(S). -1290043

70" SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; 
485 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 
CLEAN UNIT! -1290795

2005 STERLING
GARBAGE/REFUSE TRUCK

$24,950$24,950

$56,900$56,900
$29,900$29,900

$49,900$49,900

MACK ENG; 505 HP, AUTOSHIFT
TRANS; 13.2 & 40 AXLE(S), 
NEW 16’ BERG DUMP BOX,  
PINTLE PLATE, ALUMINUM

WHEELS. -1290040

CATERPILLAR ENG; 8LL TRANS; 
16 & 46 AXLE(S), C/W  25 YARD

CHAGNON REAR LOADER
GARBAGE PACKER.  

315,000 KMS. -1290797

2011 KENWORTH T660
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

2013 INTERNATIONAL 
PRO STAR 

DAYCAB TRACTOR

2015 FREIGHTLINER 
CASCADIA 

HIGHWAY TRACTOR

2006 WESTERN STAR 
SET BACK AXLE 

HEAVY-HAUL TRACTOR 

2010 FREIGHTLINER 
CASCADIA 

HEAVY-HAUL DAYCAB 

60" BUNK SLEEPER, ISX, 
485 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 

13 & SUPER 40S AXLE(S), 
11 X 24.5. -1290035

2014 KENWORTH W900 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

$29,900$59,900

We Drive
Traffic to You
... More for Your Money!

Canada’s #1 Source for Heavy Trucks and Trailers

1-416-510-5237

or info@truckandtrailer.ca



ryderusedtrucks.ca   1.888.995.2459

GREATER TORONTO MEGA CENTRE
OAKVILLE

3422 Superior Court (just south of QEW, Burloak Exit)
(Tom LeMoine, Lori Markell, George Tsatsanis) 

ONTARIO
LONDON

950 Pond Mills Road
(Melanie Park)

QUEBEC
VAUDREUIL

2399 Henry Ford
(Benoit Gagnon, Jean-Luc Gareau)

NOVA SCOTIA
DARTMOUTH

80 MacDonald Avenue
(Jim McCracken)

ALBERTA
CALGARY

4535 8A Street NE
(Mike Abbott

BRITISH COLUMBIA
SURREY

9697 190th Street

RYDER OFFERS THE WIDEST
SELECTION OF USED TRUCKS,
TRACTORS, TRAILERS AND VANS.

$1,000
Present this ad to receive
an additional $1,000 off
vehicle list price!

. ALL TRUCKS COME WITH ALL MAINTENANCE RECORDS.

. TRANSFERS AVAILABLE.

. COMPETITIVE PRICING AND FINANCE OPTIONS.
OUR LENDERS WORK WITH ALL LEVELS OF CREDIT.

RYDER OFFERS THE WIDEST
SELECTION OF USED TRUCKS,
TRACTORS, TRAILERS AND VANS.

$11,397

2010 CHEVROLET SILVERADO 2500
VAN/PANEL TRUCK

6.0 VORTEC 323/4600, 323 HP, 6 SPD TRANS;
LEAF SPRINGS SUSP; 133" WHEELBASE, 

WHITE IN COLOR, 124,002 KMS, 
STK#317612. -1284684

$59,450
2013 FREIGHTLINER M2 106 

STRAIGHT TRUCK W/VAN
CUMMINS ENG; ISC'10 8.3L 260/2200, 
260 HP, 5 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE SUSP; 

306" WHEELBASE, BLUE IN COLOR,
124,887 KMS, STK#490971. -1290965

$29,919

2013 FORD F550
GAS ENG; 6.7L'10 300/2800, 300 HP, 
6 SPD TRANS; LEAF SPRINGS SUSP; 
201" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR,
177,688 KMS, STK#520393. -1286283

$31,053

2011 INTERNATIONAL 4300
INTERNATIONAL ENG; MAXX DT'07 225/2300,
225 HP, 5 SPD TRANS; LEAF SPRINGS SUSP;

217" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 
233,230 KMS, STK#629124. -1287978

$25,159

2011 INTERNATIONAL 4400 
REFRIGERATED TRUCK

INTERNATIONAL ENG; MAX DTHT'07 230/2300,
230 HP, 5 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE SUSP; 
236" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 
189,083 KMS, STK#631534. -1287979

$25,594

2011 INTERNATIONAL 4300 
REFRIGERATED TRUCK

INTERNATIONAL ENG; MAXX DT'07 225/2300,
225 HP, 5 SPD TRANS; 

LEAF SPRINGS SUSP; 272" WHEELBASE, WHITE
IN COLOR, 288,833 KMS, STK#628960. -1285116

$61,077

2014 VOLVO VNL64T 630 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

61” SLEEPER, VOLVO ENG; D13'10 455/1800,
455 HP, 12 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE SUSP; 223"
WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 771,126 KMS,

STK#536890. -1286286

$50,529
2013 FREIGHTLINER M2 106 

STRAIGHT TRUCK W/VAN
CUMMINS ENG; ISC'10 8.3L 260/2200, 
260 HP, 5 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE SUSP; 
270" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR,  
323,680 KMS, STK#489935. -1290969

$58,121

2015 VOLVO VNL64T 670 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

61” SLEEPER, VOLVO ENG; D13'13 455/1800,
455 HP, 12 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE SUSP; 223"

WHEELBASE, BLACK IN COLOR, 793,926 KMS,
STK#345323. -1286900

$72,999
2012 PETERBILT 367 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

48” SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; ISX15'10
550/2000, 550 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE
SUSP; 230" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR,

295,250 KMS, STK#422228. -1287148 

$26,995
2011 FREIGHTLINER M2 106 

STRAIGHT TRUCK W/VAN
CUMMINS ENG; ISC, 260 HP, 5 SPD TRANS;

AIR RIDE SUSP; 245" WHEELBASE. 
164,498 KMS, 

STK#624022. -1272654

$26,999

2011 INTERNATIONAL PRO LF627 PREM
DAYCAB TRACTOR

CUMMINS ENG; ISX'07 485/1800, 485 HP, 
10 SPD TRANS; AIR RIDE SUSP; 

185" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR,
357,671 KMS, STK#628934. -1281069

GREATER TORONTO MEGA CENTRE
OAKVILLE

3422 Superior Court (just south of QEW, Burloak Exit)
(Tom LeMoine, Lori Markell, George Tsatsanis) 

ONTARIO
LONDON

950 Pond Mills Road
(Melanie Park)

QUEBEC
VAUDREUIL

2399 Henry Ford
(Benoit Gagnon, Jean-Luc Gareau)

NOVA SCOTIA
DARTMOUTH

80 MacDonald Avenue
(Jim McCracken)

ALBERTA
CALGARY

4535 8A Street NE
(Mike Abbott)

BRITISH COLUMBIA
SURREY

9697 190th Street

ryderusedtrucks.ca   1.888.995.2459

ALL TRUCKS COME WITH ALL MAINTENANCE RECORDS. 

TRANSFERS AVAILABLE.

OUR LENDERS WORK WITH ALL LEVELS OF CREDIT.
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Canada’s Largest Inventory 
of New and Used 
Trucks and Trailers

Visit us on the web at 
truckandtrailer.ca

1-877-450-6416
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Canada’s
Largest 

Inventory 
of New 

and Used 
Trucks and 

Trailers

truckandtrailer.ca
1-877-450-6416

2020 MIDLAND TW TRIDEM SIDE
DUMP TRAIN

MIDLANDS TW SERIES OFFERS OPERATORS RUGGED/PAYLOAD CONSCIOUS CONSTRUC-
TION WITH THE UNIQUE ABILITY TO DUMP ON EITHER SIDE WITH MINIMAL ADJUSTMENTS
MADE BY THE OPERATOR. 3/16 HARDOX 450 BODY, FULL FLAPS, HALDEX ABS, MICHEL'S

TARPS, HD HOLLAND FIFTH WHEEL AND 2-SPD LANDING GEAR. -1290867

2020 LODE KING RENOWN COMBO FLAT DECK

COMBINING THE STRENGTH OF STEEL WITH THE LOW MAINTENANCE AND WEIGHT AD-
VANTAGES OF ALUMINUM TO FORM A PLATFORM TRAILER THAT IS LIGHTWEIGHT AND

STURDY. 53' TRIDEM STEP DECK, HENDRICKSON INTRAAX A/RIDE, 22.5 MICHELINS,
CHAIN PULL OUTS, WINCHES, 16’ ALUM RAMP AND AXLE SLIDE OPTIONS. -1290868

2020 LANDOLL 455
LOWBOY

55 TON TRAVELLING AXLE TRAILER WILL HANDLE 
ALL YOUR HEAVY LOADS. 48’, 50’, 53’ LENGTHS. STD 60" AXLE SPREAD 

TO MAXIMIZES LOAD CAPACITY. LANDOLL GIVES YOU THE TOTAL PACKAGE OF SUPER LOW
LOAD CLEARANCE SLOPE FOR EASE AND SAFETY OF OPERATION, SUPERIOR QUALITY AND

THE HIGHEST RETAINED RESALE VALUE IN THE MARKET TODAY. -1290869

2019 BWS 25ANR AIR-TILT TAG

37'X102" 25 TON TRIDEM TILT TAG, 17.5" TIRES, HOLLAND MARK V LANDING GEAR, 
LED LIGHTING, (1) TOOLBOX, (6) PAIRS OF D RINGS AND AIR BRAKES...$34,400. 

STK #1468. CALL BRANDON (888) 640-7124. -1288308

2019 LODE-KING ALUMINUM S/B BULKERS
FOUR HOPPER, A/RIDE, ALUMINUM 22.5" RIMS W/BFG TIRES, FENDERS, TARP, LIGHT PACKAGE, DUAL CRANKS, LOADING LIGHTS, & SELF-CLEANING CHUTES. 

TANDEMS AND TRIDEMS ALSO AVAILABLE. -1285382 -
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redheadequipment.ca

AGRICULTURAL 
CONSTRUCTION 
TRUCKS & TRAILERS

888.265.4959

ESTEVAN LLOYDMINSTER MELFORT NORTH BATTLEFORD
REGINAPRINCE ALBERT SASKATOON SWIFT CURRENT

Whatever it 
takes to HAUL.

2020 Pinnacle 64T HD Daycab
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE-HD,
14.6/46 Axles, 213” W/B, 3.73
Ratio, Stk: 030347. -1284548

2020 Pinnacle 64T 70”
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE-HD,

12/40 Axles, 237” W/B, 3.79 Ratio,
Stk: 029885. -1283610

2018 Mack CXU613 70” MR
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE-HD, 

13.2/40 Axles, 221” W/B, 
Stk: 024413 -1259017

2019 Mack Anthem 64T D/C
MP8-505C Eng, mDRIVE-HD, 

13.2/40 Axles, 3.79 Ratio, 197"
W/B, Stk: 027899 -1276897

2018 Mack Anthem 70”
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE, 

12/38 Axles,Foldable top bunk, 
Stk: 029510  -1273915

2018 Mack CXU613 Dump Truck
MP7-345C Eng., mDRIVE, 14.6/40

Axles, 16’ NeuStar gravel box, 
Electric tarp, Stk: 023216 -1273133

2019 Mack Anthem 70”
MP8-505C Eng., mDRIVE-HD,

12/40 Axles, 221” W/B, 70” Stand-
up sleeper, Stk: 026860 -1285084

2019 Mack Pinnacle 48”
MP8-505C, mDRIVE-HD,

12/46 Axles,  3.73 Ratio, Stk:
028528 -1285390

2019 Mack Anthem 86T 70”
MP8-505C Eng., 18 Sp., 14.6/50
Axles, 265” W/B, 70” Stand-up
sleeper, Stk: 030760 -1285085

2019 Mack Pinnacle Grain Truck
MP8-415C Eng., mDRIVE-HD, 

14.6/40 Axles, NeuStar 20’ grain
box. Stk#028479 -1276150

Mack Sales & Service 
of Nanaimo Ltd.
2213 McCullough Rd.

Nanaimo B.C. V9S 4M7
Toll Free 1-866-758-0185  

Contact: Brian Burgoyne cell 250-616-1233 
or Richard Mayer cell 250-616-1241

Langford Branch Office
2920 Amy Rd., 

Langford B.C. V9B 0B2

Ph: 778-426-0185  
Contact: Giovanni Aliperti 

cell 250-883-3059

2014 MACK CHU613 RAWHIDE
EDITION HEAVY-HAUL TRACTOR

MACK ENGINE: MP8 13 LITER, 
505 HP, M-DRIVE TRANS, 

MERITOR 46,000 REAR AXLE(S),
46,000 AIR-RIDE SUSP, 243”
WHEELBASE, 70” MID-RISE

SLEEPER, TIRES ALL 70%, LOW
MILEAGE, MOOSE BUMPER, 
TOOL BOX, CHAIN HANGERS, 
NEW 6 MONTH MVI. -1282316

2019 MULITCAT SLINGERS 
IN STOCK! 

PROUDLY MADE IN CANADA, 
MC-21 MODELS FOR TRI-DRIVES, 
MC-15 MODELS FOR TANDEMS, 

ALL EQUIPPED WITH RADIO REMOTE
CONTROLS, ELECTRIC “FLOP” TARPS,

POWER DRIVE “SUPER SHIELDS”, 
EXCELLENT MATERIAL SPREADERS

FOR ALL AGGREGATES, TOP SOIL AND
MULCH.  SUPPLIED ON A NEW MACK
OR INSTALLED ON YOUR CHASSIS!

CALL FOR DETAILS!. -85385

2020 MACK GU713 GRANITE
B.C. TANDEM TANDEM 

CONCRETE MIXER
MP7-425 HP, FULLER

RTLO16909LL, DUAL 20,000
FRONT AXLES, MERITOR 

RT46-164EH ON HENDRICKSON
HAULMAX WITH DUAL

LOCKERS, LONDON 
BRIDGEMASTER (3) MIXER 
….. AVAILABLE FALL 2018 

-455755

2020 MACK AN64T 
HEAVY-HAUL TRACTOR

MACK ENGINE: MP8 13 LITER,
505 HP, M-DRIVE TRANS, 

MERITOR 46,000 REAR AXLE(S),
46,000 AIR-RIDE SUSP, 215”
WHEELBASE, 48” FLAT-TOP

SLEEPER, COLLISION 
AVOIDANCE SYSTEM, DELUXE

CAB WITH ALL POWER GROUPS.
IN STOCK.-1282315

2020 MACK AN64T
HEAVY-HAUL TRACTOR

MACK ENGINE: MP8 13 LITER, 
505 HP, M-DRIVE TRANS, MERITOR

46,000 REAR AXLE(S), 46,000 
AIR-RIDE SUSP, 227” WHEELBASE,

70” MID-RISE SLEEPER, 1800 WATT
INVERTOR, DELUXE CABINETRY, ALL

POWER GROUPS, 3 OF THESE 
AVAILABLE! -1282314
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Canada’s #1 Source for Heavy Trucks and Trailers

NEED HELP?
1-877-450-6416

1-416-510-5237

or info@truckandtrailer.ca
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WWW.CUSTOMTRUCK.CA

BRANDON
1240 Highland Ave.
1-888-979-5692

Dave Mantei - New/Used Sales
Cory Nakonechny - New/Used Trailers 

& Used Truck Sales
Todd Border - Bus. Mgr.

ESTEVAN
89 Escana St.

1-866-332-2121
TRUCK PARTS 

& SERVICE CENTER

WINNIPEG
357 Oak Point Hwy

1-888-979-0957
Jim Bednar, Andy Willerton, Richard

Prokopich, Al Mowat, Nav Purba  - Sales 
Remi Dureault - New/Used Trailers

Bryan Johnson – New Truck Mgr. (MB)
Todd Border – Bus. Mgr.

REGINA
520 Park Street

1-888-979-0394
Erin Found, Charlie Johntson, 

Steven Shmigelsky- Sales
Gordon Wood - Bus. Mgr.

Bert Downton - Reg. Used Truck Mgr (SK & MB)
Debbie Bueckert - Bus. Mgr.

SASKATOON
2410 Northridge Drive
1-888-979-2615
Chad Kemp, Guy Tatlow, 
Vince Boechler - Sales

Debbie Bueckert - Bus. Mgr.

SWIFT CURRENT
175 Industrial Dr.

1-888-297-8191
Erin Found - Sales 
Debbie Bueckert 

- Bus. Mgr.

Great Selection of New Kenworth Trucks!

2020 KENWORTH T370 STRAIGHT
TRUCK (CAB AND CHASSIS)

PACCAR ENG; PX-9, 350 HP, 6 SPD TRANS;
14.6K/40K AXLE(S), 5.57 RATIO, 220"
WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, CAB &
CHASSIS, PINNACLE INTERIOR,
315/80R22.5 11R22.5 TIRES
STK#LM958559. -1282488

2019 KENWORTH W900L 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

72" ACAD SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; X15,
565 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/40K AXLE(S),
3.91 RATIO, AG460 SUSP; 244" WHEEL-
BASE, GREY IN COLOR, 72" ACDN
SLEEPER, BLACK DIAMOND VIT INTERIOR,
11R24.5 TIRES, ALUM RIMS, 3 WAYS LOCKS
STK#KJ950244. -1282035 

2020 KENWORTH T880 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

CUMMINS ENG; X15, 565 HP, 18 SPD
TRANS; 14.6K/46K AXLE(S), 4.10 RATIO,
AG460 SUSP; 205" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN
COLOR, GRAY VANTAGE INTERIOR, 4 WAY
LOCKS, 11R24.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS
STK#LJ963523.  -1289406

2020 KENWORTH W990 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

76" MID ROOF SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG;
MX-13, 510 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/40K
AXLE(S), 3.91 RATIO, AG460 SUSP; 244"
WHEELBASE, GREY IN COLOR, BLACK
LIMITED EDITION INTERIOR, 11R24.5
TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS, 4 WAY LOCKS
STK#LJ961756. -1286526

2020 KENWORTH T680 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

76" ACAD SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG; MX-13,
455 HP, 12 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/40K AXLE(S),
3.25 RATIO, AG400L SUSP; 232" WHEEL-
BASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 76" ACDN
SLEEPER, GRAY VANTAGE INTERIOR,
11R22.5 TIRES STK#LJ951701. -1289693

2014 KENWORTH T440 
REFRIGERATED TRUCK

PACCAR ENG; PX-9, 370 HP, 6 SPD TRANS;
14.6K/40K AXLE(S), 5.29 RATIO, AG400 SUSP;
244" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, 30'
REEFER VAN, THERMO KING T100-30
REEFER 7,143 HRS, , LIF TAIL GATE, 11R22.5
TIRES, 4 WAY LOCKS,  342,695 KMS,
STK#EJ967916A. -1285530                  $79,900

2018 KENWORTH T880
DAYCAB TRACTOR

PACCAR ENG; MX-13, 510 HP, 18 SPD
TRANS; 12.35K/46K AXLE(S), 3.91 RATIO,
189" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR, DAY
CAB, 11R22.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS
287,980 KMS, STK#JJ992101. -1290169

$132,500

2015 KENWORTH T680 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

76” ACAD SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG; MX-13, 455
HP, 13 SPD TRANS; 3.55 RATIO, 13.2K/40K
SUSP; 232" WHEELBASE, BLUE IN COLOR,
GRAY VANTAGE INTERIOR, 3 WAY LOCKS,
11R22.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS 750,690 KMS,
STK#FJ976249A. -1272205                         $62,500

2017 KENWORTH T880 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

PACCAR ENG; MX-13, 500 HP, ULTRASHIFT
TRANS; 13.2K/46K AXLE(S), 3.91 RATIO,
AG460 SUSP; 185" WHEELBASE, YELLOW
IN COLOR, GRAY SPLENDOR INTERIOR, 4
WAY LOCKS, 11R22.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM
RIMS, 9696 ENG HOURS 492,239 KMS,
STK#HJ988647. -1288346 $97,500

2012 KENWORTH T800 DUMP TRUCK
PACCAR ENG; MX12.9, 455 HP, 10 SPD
TRANS; 12.35K/40K AXLE(S), 3.70 RATIO,
WHITE IN COLOR, NEW NEUSTAR WHITE 16'
DUMP BOX, GRAY SPLENDOR INTERIOR,
FLIP TARP, PINTLE HITCH, 11R22.5 TIRES,
ALUMINUM RIMS, 670,660 KMS,
STK#CJ950992. -1270617                      $97,500

2016 KENWORTH T680 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

76" ACAD SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG; MX-13,
485 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/40K AXLE(S),
3.73 RATIO, AG400 SUSP; 224" WHEEL-
BASE, WHITE IN COLOR, GRAY VANTAGE
INTERIOR, 4 WAY LOCKS, 11R22.5 TIRES
ALUMINUM RIMS, SUPER 40 REARS
995,540 KMS, STK#GJ977893A. -1287012 

$62,500

2019 GLOBE 30 TON TAG TRAILER
PINTLE HITCH, LIFT AXLES, ELECTRIC HY-

DRAULIC BEAVER TAILS  STK#KB336646. -
1282913 

2020 DOEPKER GRAVEL ROCKER
SUPER B SIDE DUMP TRAINS

HARDOX TUB, ELECTRICAL REMOTE OP-
ERATING PENDANT, BLACK MINIMIZER
FENDERS, DOEPKER AUTO LIFT MANAGE-
MENT SYSTEM, ELECTRIC SIDE TARP
SYSTEM, 11R22.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS,
STK#L3040225. -1282900

2020 DOEPKER STEEL TRIDEM 3
HOPPER BULKER

SILVER WALLS, GRAY MINIMIZER POLY
FENDERS, CHARCOAL TARP, 11R24.5
TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS STK#L2040196. -
1285456

Manitoba Doepker Trailers Sales: Contact Brandon or Winnipeg Locations

Great Savings - Pre-Owned Trucks

Manitoba Dealer
Permit # 0471

2020 KENWORTH T800 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

38" ACFT SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; X15,
565 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 14.6K/46K AXLE(S),
4.10 RATIO, AG460 SUSP; 220" WHEEL-
BASE, BLACK IN COLOR, BLACK SPLEN-
DOR INTERIOR, 11R24.5 TIRES,
ALUMINUM RIMS, 4 WAY LOCKS
STK#LJ961881. -1289421

2020 KENWORTH T800 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

62" ACAD SLEEPER, PACCAR ENG; MX-13,
510 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/46K AXLE(S),
4.10 RATIO, AG460 SUSP; 228" WHEELBASE,
WHITE IN COLOR, GRAY DIAMOND INTE-
RIOR, 11R24.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS, 4
WAY LOCKS STK#LR963761. -1289692

2019 KENWORTH T880 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

40" INTEGRAL LOW-ROOF FLATTOP
SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; X15, 14.6K/46K
AXLE(S), 4.10 RATIO, AG460 SUSP; 220"
WHEELBASE, WHITE IN COLOR,  GRAY VAN-
TAGE INTERIOR, 11R24.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM
RIMS, 3 WAY LOCKS, STK#KJ952978. -
1282461

2017 KENWORTH W900L 
HIGHWAY TRACTOR

72" ACFT SLEEPER, CUMMINS ENG; ISX15,
550 HP, 18 SPD TRANS; 13.2K/40K AXLE(S),
3.73 RATIO, AG460 SUSP; 244" WHEELBASE,
WHITE IN COLOR, GRAY DIAMOND INTE-
RIOR, 11R24.5 TIRES, ALUMINUM RIMS, 4
WAY LOCKS 789,292 KMS, STK#HR984253.
-1286528 $135,000

2020 DOEPKER GRAVEL TRIDEM
CROSS DUMP BELLY DUMP

GRAY BODY,  ULTRA FLIP ELECTRIC TRAP,
ELECTRICAL PENDANT FOR GATE CON-
TROL AND SUSP DUMP, PUSH BAR AT
BACK OF TRAILER, 11R22.5 TIRES, ALU-
MINUM RIMS. 2 TRAILERS AVAILABLE.
STK#L3040622. -1284544 

2016 KENWORTH T800
DAYCAB TRACTOR

CUMMINS ENG; ISX15, 485 HP, 18 SPD
TRANS; 12K/46K AXLE(S), 4.30 RATIO,
AG400 SUSP; 185" WHEELBASE, WHITE IN
COLOR, EXTENDED DAY CAB, BLACK
SPLENDOR INTERIOR, 11R24.5 TIRES, 4
WAY LOCKS, 764,944 KMS,
STK#GJ977670A. -1282014 $95,000



Canada’s #1 Source for Heavy Trucks and Trailers

Canada’s Largest Inventory of  

New and Used Trucks and Trailers

 Visit us on the web at truckandtrailer.ca • 1-877-450-6416



ALBERTA

By Derek Clouthier

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

The Young Leaders Group (YLG) 

is looking to expand in Western 

Canada after carriers have 

voiced interest in the initiative.

Matt Richardson, chairman of 

the YLG, which was launched by 

the Private Motor Truck Council 

of Canada (PMTC), spoke Oct. 

1 in Edmonton, Alta., about 

the group, which is made up of 

young leaders within the PMTC 

with the primary objective of 

promoting professional and per-

sonal growth in the transporta-

tion industry.

Members of the YLG must be 

between the ages of 25 and 45, be 

new to the industry, be in a lead-

ership role or working toward 

one, and be looking to expand 

their network and increase 

their growth and business 

opportunities.

The idea behind the PMTC-led 

initiative is to attract the next 

generation of industry profes-

sionals by bringing education 

directly to students in schools, 

using social media, and complet-

ing surveys and a video series to 

help inform young people about 

opportunities in trucking.

“Students at the high school 

level really have zero idea of 

the opportunities available in 

the transportation industry,” 

said Richardson, adding that in 

Ontario, educators have shown 

little interest in promoting 

trucking to students.

Part of the YLG’s effort 

includes the Driven to Lead ini-

tiative, a four-part program pro-

vided by Eagle’s Flight on behalf 

of the group. It offers experien-

tial and practical training on 

creating a culture of account-

ability, building and leading 

teams, communicating for 

impact, and coaching for results.

First offered in 2018, the 

program had over 20 registered 

participants.

Richardson said Driven to 

Lead is not only offered to those 

who qualify under YLG guide-

lines, but to trucking profession-

als of all ages.

For 2020, the first module of 

the program (creating a culture 

of accountability) will be offered 

March 11 and will include train-

ing on how to distinguish the dif-

ference between leadership and 

management, define the quali-

ties of a great leader, and how to 

create a personal action plan.

The second module will 

include instruction on dis-

covering the independence of 

individuals and creating team 

alignment.

The third and fourth modules 

will be available April 15 and 16 

and provide insight into how to 

impact performance through 

feedback, understanding the role 

of a leader, how to see strengths 

and weaknesses, and clarifying 

performance gaps.

Currently, the YLG boasts 

41 members, primarily from 

Ontario. Richardson said in addi-

tion to Western Canada, carriers 

in eastern provinces have also 

voiced interest in the group.

Mike Millian, president 

of the PMTC, said there has 

been inquires into holding the 

Driven to Lead program in 

Western Canada, and he would 

“certainly like to hold it out 

west, but first needs to gauge 

how many would be interested 

in attending.”

The PMTC highlighted 

its YLG initiative during its 

Western Educational Seminar in 

Edmonton Oct. 1. TN

Interest in PMTC’s Young Leaders 
Group in Western Canada
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Get your message in front of those who have freight to move. 
Advertise in Canadian Shipper magazine — the most-trusted 
and widest-reaching Canadian publication for shippers.

 REACH  
CANADIAN  
SHIPPERS

NATIONAL  
ADVERTISING
Delon Rashid

Director of Business 
Development
416-459-0063

ADVERTISE IN 

MAGAZINE

canadianshipper.com

QUEBEC  
ADVERTISING

Anthony Buttino
Director of Business 

Development
514-292-2297

Matt Richardson.
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With the success of its Ontario and 

Alberta events, Women with Drive 

is “hitting the road,” and expand-

ing into other parts of the country, 

including a stop in Saskatchewan.

“Getting more women into 

trucking and logistics remains 

an important business issue for 

fleets,” said Angela Splinter, CEO 

of Trucking HR Canada. “Along 

with our partners, we will continue 

to showcase the great contribu-

tions women are making and raise 

awareness on the numerous career 

opportunities available.”

The Women with Drive Hits 

the Road event in Regina, Sask., 

Oct. 24 is a partnership between 

the Saskatchewan Trucking 

Association (STA) and Trucking HR 

Canada, featuring female industry 

leaders who will address how the 

industry can increase women’s con-

tributions to trucking and logistics.

In addition to Splinter, speak-

ers during the event included 

Heather Day, president of C.S. 

Day Transport, Erin Diehl, owner 

of D&E Transport, and owner of 

Intentional You Coaching and 

Consulting Jennifer Ehrmantraut.

“As the only provincial associ-

ation with female leadership in 

the country, Women with Drive 

is a critical initiative in the STA’s 

eyes,” said Susan Ewart, executive 

director of the STA. “Workplaces 

need women, the trucking industry 

needs women – who better to usher 

in these initiatives than fellow 

women?”

Other western stops for Women 

with Drive Hits the Road include 

Winnipeg, Man. Nov. 13 and Surrey, 

B.C., Nov. 14. TN

Women with Drive ‘hits the road’ with three stops in Western Canada

Advertiser’s IndexMissing From: Winnipeg, MB

Missing Since: November 10, 2010

Date of Birth: November 5, 1990

Height: 5’6”

Weight: Small Build

Hair Colour: Light Brown

Eye Colour: Hazel

AMBER GUIBOCHE

OR CALL PROJECT DEVOTE AT 1-888-673-3316 
OR MANITOBA CRIMESTOPPERS AT 1-800-222-8477 (TIPS) 

REFERENCE CASE#: R100094044

IF YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION ABOUT THIS MISSING PERSON,  

missingkids.ca 1-866-KID-TIPS  
(543-8477)

VISIT OR CALL
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Mark Dalton: Owner-Operator

By Edo Van Belkom

– Part 1 –M
ark was on his way back from a nice 

easy trip to Calgary where he’d been 

able to stay a couple of nights between 

loads, and take in a Calgary Flames 

home game and have one of the best steak 

dinners he’d had in a long, long time. 

The ride was almost over as he passed through 

Barrie on his way into the Greater Toronto Area. 

From here there was a load to Montreal and then 

in three days, on the 10th, he’d be on his way to 

California with a sweetheart load and three days 

on the beach already booked and paid for.

But then his phone rang.

He was expecting it to be Bud, but instead 

of  Bud’s usual caller ID, it was a call from an 

Ontario government number.

“Hello?” Mark said.

“Hello,” said the voice on the other end. “Is this 

Mark?” 

“Yeah, who is this?”

A pause, then, “Mark, my name is Ricardo 

Rivard, I’m a duty counsel lawyer here at the 

Davis Courthouse in Brampton.”

‘What the hell?’ Mark thought. ‘What do they 

think I did now,’ he wondered. “Okay,” he said 

slowly, unsure of what to make of the call.

“Do you know someone named Bud?”

Relief washed through Mark and he was 

tempted to say, “Bud who?” but this just seemed 

a bit too serious for those sorts of games. “Yes.”

“Well, Bud gave me your number and asked 

me to call and see if you would be willing to be 

his surety?”

‘Surety,’ Mark thought. That’s what people 

needed when they were in jail and needed some-

one’s help. If Bud wanted Mark to bail him out, 

he must be in some pretty serious trouble. Either 

that, or he’d done something really stupid. Mark 

figured it was likely a combination of the two. 

But regardless of the circumstances, Bud was 

Mark’s friend, and he was in a position to help 

him out. 

“I suppose I could, if I had to,” Mark said. 

“Doesn’t he have someone else?”

“He does actually,” said the lawyer. “But his 

brother is out of town until the 10th. He’ll be 

back on that day, so you could be his surety for a 

few days, then pull your bail and let his brother 

would take over.”

Mark thought about it. “So, it’s just for three 

days?”

“Yes.”

Mark said nothing as he thought about it 

further. He had a sweet load to California that 

was to be picked up on the 10th and a vacation 

scheduled after that which was not to be missed 

for any reason. But that was on the 10th. In the 

meantime, he had a nice easy run to Montreal to 

fill in the three days in between. 

So, if he did help Bud out, all it would entail 

was basically having Bud tag along for the ride to 

Montreal, and then Mark’s responsibility would 

be over and done with. ‘Heck,’ Mark thought. ‘It 

might even be fun to spend some time with Bud.’ 

“Yeah,” Mark said at last. “I can do that.”

“Are you anywhere nearby?”

“Just north of Toronto right now.”

“Great. If you can get here before 4:30, I can 

ask the court to hold Bud’s matter down, or if 

you think you’ll be later than that, I can put the 

bail in place and you can just go to the Justice 

of the Peace office before it closes at 5 p.m. Your 

choice.”

“You’re in Brampton, right?”

“Highway 10 and 407.”

“Let’s go with the second one, then. I should be 

there in plenty of time, probably by 3:30, but you 

never know.”

“Alright, I’ll get the bail in place.”

Mark arrives at the courthouse around 4 p.m., 

which was obviously late in the day judging by 

the number of empty parking spots there were 

scattered about the lot. Mark opted for a spot at 

the far end of the lot as Mother Load took up four 

full spaces and he wanted to have plenty of room 

to drive out of the lot when he was done.

After the long walk to the front entrance, he 

passed through the airport-like security and 

then got directions to the Justice of the Peace 

intake office. 

After a short wait in a tiny room where Mark 

filled out a sort of questionnaire, Mark was 

allowed inside and escorted to an office with a 

Justice already seated behind a desk. It was an 

older Asian lady with short hair, glasses and 

dressed in a black robe with a wide green sash 

over one shoulder.

“You’re here for Bud?” she asked him.

“You know it’s a residential surety?” the JP 

said.

“What does that mean?”

“It means he’ll have to live with you for a 

while.” A pause. “Where do you live?”

“I really don’t have an address,” Mark said. “I 

live in my truck.” 

She looked confused a moment, then said. 

“He’s going to have to stay with you.”

“I was planning on that.”

“And you’ll need to provide an address.”

That wasn’t a problem. Mark’s P.O. Box was his 

address on all of his government documents and 

there was no reason why this government docu-

ment would be any different. He handed over his 

driver’s licence with the address of his P.O. Box 

on it. “That’s my home address.”

“This is a bit unusual, but if you’re sure he’ll be 

staying with you, then I guess it should be fine.”

Mark waited as the papers were drawn up, and 

as he signed, the JP explained to him that if at 

any time he wanted to relieve himself from being 

Bud’s surety, he could do so at either a court-

house, or police station. 

“You mean I have the power to pull the bail 

and put Bud in jail any time I want?

“Well, yes, but it’s usually only if he’s not fol-

lowing the rules.”

“My rules.”

“Yes.”

Mark liked the power this arrangement gave 

him over Bud. And to be honest, it was about 

time the tables were turned.

Mark sat in the lobby by the elevators for a half 

hour waiting for Bud to be released.

When Bud stepped out of the elevator, Mark 

got up to greet him without saying a word. They 

embraced a moment and Bud began to explain, 

but Mark cut him off. “I’m sure there’s a really 

interesting story here,” Mark said. “So, let’s hear 

it over dinner. You’re buying.”

Bud exhaled and pressed his lips together 

hard. Finally, he said, “Fair enough. Let’s get out 

of here.”  TN

Mark Dalton returns next month in Part 2 of 

Bud’s bail buddy.

Bud’s bail buddy 
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THE LAST WORD

By Derek Clouthier

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

In Ron Boyd’s world, there’s no such 

thing as being too busy. For a man 

who loves his work, being busy is 

a blessing, and since the age of 17, 

when Boyd bought his first truck, 

the industry has never steered him 

wrong.

“I was raised around trucks all 

my life,” said Boyd. “When I was 

growing up, my dad had equip-

ment and trucks, so that’s how it all 

started.”

Raised in Sudbury, Ont., Boyd 

soon ventured west, settling down 

in the thriving Wild Rose province 

in 1977. Working in the oil patch 

and driving truck, Boyd knew he 

was somewhere special.

“I’ve watched Alberta rise and fall 

four times now, and this is the worst 

one,” Boyd said of the province’s 

most recent economic downturn. 

“This is a proud place to be from 

and I love this place. I love the work 

and the people I have worked with…

it’s a phenomenal place to live.”

Boyd has long admired those who 

do not shy away from hard work, 

and he is no stranger to putting in 

the effort to get what he wants.

“I moved to Alberta when I was 

17 years old, and you’d get up at 6 

a.m. and work until 1 a.m. And I 

did that a lot,” he said. “When you 

came to Alberta, you came to make 

money, and you’d work your 18 

hours a day.”

Those long hours have paid off for 

Boyd, operating his own company 

since 1983 – Boyd Ventures.

Hauling pretty much anything 

that fits onto a flatdeck, Boyd 

Ventures (previously called Boyd 

Trucking) services the oil and gas 

sector, as well as doing pipeline and 

powerline work. Starting with just 

one truck, the carrier now boasts 

15 Kenworth and Peterbilt tractors, 

having focused on quality service as 

well as their ability to move unique 

pieces of equipment to spur the 

company’s growth over the last 

decade.

Thankfully, for a man who loves 

to stay busy, Alberta’s recent down-

turn has not had a negative impact 

on Boyd’s business.

“In the springtime, we usually 

have a month to a month-and-a-half 

when we’re slow and that’s when 

we bring everything through the 

shop, we fix everything and every six 

months we give everything a good 

once over,” said Boyd. “In the fall and 

in the spring we do that, and we do 

our regular maintenance.”

Finding experienced drivers has 

instead been Boyd’s challenge in 

recent years. With most younger 

drivers lacking the necessary skills to 

haul the type of freight the company 

moves, Boyd has had to look for 

older drivers to fill those seats.

“I’ve got guys who are 65 years 

old working for me,” said Boyd. “You 

can train the young people, but the 

young people today, they are so 

much different from the people of 

the past because when we grew up, 

if you screwed up you got your butt 

kicked. Young people today are so 

thin skinned.”

Boyd is happy with his current 

staff, and says his employees appre-

ciate the relaxed atmosphere at 

Boyd Ventures, while drivers love 

the freedom and trust they receive 

on a daily basis.

But Boyd is well aware that a new 

generation needs to step up to the 

plate, and key to their success is not 

only training, but also work ethic.

“You should have an internship, 

like they do anywhere else. You 

should be forced to have 400-500 

hours to learn the trade and not 

just hold the steering wheel,” he 

said. “In today’s world it’s sad 

because you don’t have time to 

mentor people the way you should. 

But at the end of the day, you 

always try to find the right people 

who have the attitude that they 

want to go to work in the morning 

and they want to learn something.”

Running his company from a 

10-acre plot in the Edmonton area, 

Boyd and his partner Sharon Fenske 

can see the finish line approaching. 

It just depends on when they will 

cross that line.

“You never really get away from 

it, it’s always here. We’ve paid the 

price. You sacrifice a lot owning a 

bunch of trucks,” said Boyd. “If the 

right government gets in, I’ll stay in 

it, if it doesn’t, I’ll get out of it.”

In the meantime, Boyd continues 

to take pride in his work. Every year, 

he works on one of his older trucks, 

rebuilding it from top to bottom 

over a two-month period. Why? 

Because he loves it.

“The one compliment we always 

get with our trucks, is we constantly 

here, ‘You guys have such awesome 

equipment,’” he said. “All our stuff 

is always clean, it’s always shiny…

it looks good and people are always 

impressed with our stuff.”

And it’s not just his trucks that 

impress his customers.

“Our people are of equal quality,” 

praised Boyd “I’ve got awesome 

people who work for me. They do a 

hell of a job and we get tons of com-

plements on our people because 

they are proud of what they do, and 

that’s pretty awesome to see.” TN
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Derek Clouthier can be reached 

by phone at (403) 969-1506 or by 

email at derek@newcom.ca. You 

can also follow him on Twitter at  

@DerekClouthier

Long hours and hard work have paid off for Boyd Ventures, 
and its charismatic leader.
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Ron Boyd’s tireless work ethic  
a perfect fit in Alberta



Synergy Diesel Efficient™ fuel helps keep your engine cleaner for better 
fuel economy* as compared to diesel without a detergent additive.  
Only at select Esso™, Mobil™ and Esso Commercial Cardlock™ locations.
Learn more at esso.ca 

— Bob Oakman, Legendary Monster Truck Announcer

“I crave diesel 
  fuel economy!”

*Applies to Synergy Diesel Efficient fuel compared to diesel fuel without detergent additive. Actual benefits will vary depending on factors such as vehicle/engine type, driving style  
and diesel fuel previously used. Concentration and availability of our proprietary additive package may vary based upon factors beyond our control. © 2019 Imperial Oil Limited.  
All rights reserved. Esso and Esso Commercial Cardlock are trademarks of Imperial Oil Limited. Imperial Oil, licensee. All trademarks used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks  
of Exxon Mobil Corporation or one of its subsidiaries unless indicated otherwise. Imperial Oil, licensee.



goes the distance

For some, going the extra mile is a rarity. But for others, 

it’s what makes us great. Over a century ago, we made a 

commitment to stand by our customers and our products, 

on and off the road. Because for us, going the extra mile  

isn’t an exception, it’s the rule. Great Doesn’t Stop.

Great Dane and The Oval are registered trademarks of Great Dane LLC. 742 DMD 0319

GreatDane.com


